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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the basic problem of computing how much power is lost in
transferring across an electric power network, as the power is injected into particular nodes
of the network that represent points of power supply and taken out at other nodes, that
represent points of power consumption. This topic is revisited because of an increased
tendency for economic transfers that go beyond the transfer levels at which transmission
loss is relatively small, together with the questions of compensation for transmission losses in
a deregulated/competitive power industry, including possible compensation of transmission
losses at the end-user level, i.e., at the level of their cause. The question posed in this thesis
is if the localized response of system voltages and angles to input changes could be used to:
(i) locally estimate transmission losses caused by an end user, keeping in mind availability
of real-time information networks, and, (ii) compensate for these losses by injecting the
power corresponding to this estimated transmission loss, and not be dependent on the cost
for this service dictated by someone else.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with what may appear to be a well-understood and extensively

researched topic in the electric power engineering. The basic problem is the one of computing

how much power is lost in transferring across an electric power network, as the power is

injected into particular nodes of the network that represent points of power supply and

taken out at other nodes, that represent points of power consumption. This problem is not

e unique to the electric power networks. The problem has been of much interest in all other

electric networks, for various reasons. In smaller (than electric power networks) scale electric

networks the losses of the network are of interest either because of thermal constraints on the

hardware, or because of a need to design circuits whose efficiency, as measured in terms of

voltage and/or current sources needed to meet the performance specifications of the circuit,

is high. The well-known maximum power transfer theorem [5, 4] provides an analytic bound

on how much is the most power that could be transferred from a source to a demand point.

In the simplest case of a single source connected to a single load, maximum power that

can be delivered to the load is half of total sent; the other half amounts to the resistive

losses of the network. Obviously, at the point of maximum power transfer the loss is very

high compared to the ratio of the power delivered, i.e., the efficiency is only 50%. For this

reason, network design is such that the system operates relatively far from the conditions

defined by the maximum power transfer.

To consider the problem of transmission losses for electric power networks in the context

of more general electric networks, electronic circuits in particular, we recognize that a power

network has the basic function to deliver specified power to the points of demand; the



objectives of typical electronic circuits are not defined in terms of power delivered. It is

for this reason that the problem of transmission losses becomes more of a dominant one in

the electric power networks, than in many others. A power network design is subject to

two obviously conflicting objectives, of (i) delivering prespecified power, and (ii) minimizing

transmission losses in the network as this is being done. It follows from the maximum power

transfer theorem that the more power is transferred between two nodes of a power network,

the higher transmission loss is. As a result, electric power networks are typically designed so

that for nominal (expected) system demand, the total transmission loss is not higher than

5% of the total power injected into the system. This, furthermore, implies that the system

operating conditions are quite far from the maximum power the network could transfer.

Power industry has well-developed tools for computing total transmission loss as a func-

tion of all power injected into the network. The formulae range from approximate formulae

that only require knowing power into the network, and do not require solving the network

[6], through the completely accurate formulae that require full-blown load flow computations

[6]. These are briefly summarized in this thesis.

The main reasons for re-visiting the topic of transmission losses at this time are at least

threefold:

1. Increased tendency for economic transfers that go beyond the transfer levels at which

transmission loss is relatively small.

2. Question of compensation for transmission losses in a deregulated/competitive power

industry.

3. Question concerning possible compensation of transmission losses at the end-user level,

i.e., at the level of their cause.

More specifically, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in the United

States has over the past couple of years been particularly concerned with the problems of

systems services traditionally provided by utilities in the process of meeting their obligation

to serve customers. These services are referred to in several FERC-originated documents as

ancillary services [18], implying that they are in some sense auxiliary to the primary sup-

ply/demand power market that has been becoming increasingly competitive. Transmission

loss compensation is considered to be one of such ancillary services, among several others.



These services are necessary to balance generation and demand in an interconnected electric

power network in response to system input changes and various uncertainties. Transmission

loss is a consequence of activities in the primary supply/demand market, and, as such, it is

not known ahead.

In most of the strictly engineering-based literature, an a priori assumption is made

that all ancillary services are provided at the interconnected system level in a somewhat

coordinated manner [10]. The same assumption is made in the FERC documentation [18].

The so-called pro forma tarrifs recommended by FERC are intended to compensate utilities

for providing power associated with transmission loss, and for all other interconnected

operations services. The tarrifs are, unfortunately, insensitive to the locational and temporal

differences. As such, they are approximate and do not provide incentives to their users

(participants in the primary supply/demand) for minimizing the need for such services. In

particular, the pro forma tarrifs cannot differentiate effects of two economic transactions1 on

the operating conditions of the interconnected system, as long as the power quantities traded

are the same. Consequently, two transactions that inject the same amount of power into

the system, are required to pay utilities for transmission losses caused on the interconnected

system the same amount of money, independently form the actual losses caused by the two

transactions. We observe this without an intent to be critical of these tarrifs. As a matter

of fact, the real reason that a simple, approximate tarrif of this type is being proposed,

comes from recognizing the generic complexity involved in computing and allocating losses

associated with individual transactions in a potentially very active primary market. It has

been proven recently that, strictly speaking, power flows through transmission lines of an

interconnected network depend on all system inputs, and cannot be uniquely allocated to

individual transactions [30]. This is not a surprising result, given the inherent non-linearity

of the governing equations, known as load flow equations [23], when expressed in terms of

power. There always exists an interaction component in line power flows caused by each

specific system input, that is non-zero only when other system inputs are present.

Aside from concerns regarding computational complexities, this non-linear character of

the problem points out into an entire new set of questions that must be addressed prior to

attempting to claim accuracy and equity of tarrifs for transmission loss compensation. The

1By an economic transaction one means a contractual agreement between two parties on the intercon-
nected system to exchange power.



most important issue is the dependence of these tarrifs on the type of primary market (indus-

try structure) adopted. In a strictly bilateral, competitive market the cost of transmission

loss created on the system by each bilateral transaction depends on the order in which

the transactions are implemented. In a fully coordinated market management in which

an independent system operator simultaneously coordinates the specific supply/demand re-

quests and manages/charges for ancillary services associated with these requests, one could

envision periodic computations of costs caused by all transactions present on the system2

In the most general, multilateral primary supply/demand market in which both bilateral

transactions and coordinated supply/demand management through an independent sys-

tem operator, take place at arbitrary times, the allocation of transmission losses and their

dependence on the other activities throughout the system is even more complex.

This dependence of ancillary services on the specifics of the primary market is not well

understood at present. Depending on the motivation and the level of general understanding

of the problem, one encounters at least three distinct schools of thought when it comes to

dealing with the cost of ancillary services, including transmission losses.

1. Traditional providers of interconnected operations services in a regulated industry

assume that these services can only be provided in a coordinated way from the level

of an independent system operator.

Much effort is put into developing computational methods for allocating cost of trans-

mission losses and other services in response to the primary market in a poolco-like

environment [30, 31, 32]. Often only a bundled cost of accommodating a specific sup-

ply/request through an ISO is seen, without an explicit unbundling of the price/cost

of transaction from the cost of system services. It is well known that this bundled

cost is computed as a short-run marginal cost (SRMC) at each node and it reflects

the cost of providing net power input into the system 3 and cost compensation for

transmission losses and other types of ancillary services. This SRMC is referred to as

a spot price, and it generally varies as the net system inputs at various locations in

the system vary. The poolco-based primary market, in principle, makes the allocation

2This coordinated management very closely resembles the operations of present power pools, and is often
referred to as a poolco [9]

3When the net nodal power into the system is positive, a market player connected to this node supplies
power to the system; when it is negative, this player is seen as a power demand to the rest of the system.
In this sense, there is no qualitative difference between a supply and demand.



of ancillary services fairly straightforward since it does not require unbundling of the

cost of primary market activities from the cost of ancillary services. In particular,

assuming full information about the system, in such structure the need for explicit

computation of losses is un-necessary.

2. Proponents of strictly bilateral markets base their fundamental thinking on parallels

with other competitive industries. Opportunities for profit making are viewed by

each specific market player in dealing directly with other market players. In such

environment cost of all ancillary services is an un-necessary burden that market player

would like to minimize as much as possible.

This primary market structure creates to the providers of ancillary services a challenge

to develop cost allocation methods for ancillary services provided to the bilateral

market players. This is in concept new thinking to the traditional power engineers

whose software methods rest on seeing the system as one.

3. Finally, a hybrid industry structure that allows for mix of bilateral and coordinated

primary market players, combines complexities of the previous two structures.

These non-traditional industry structures raise at least three new conceptual questions.

These are:

1. Do all ancillary services have to be provided in a coordinated way by an independent

system operator, or the end users, i.e., the market participants could estimate the

power mismatch caused at their own level and compensate by adding more (or less)

into the system at their location than trading?

2. If the ancillary services are provided to the market players in a coordinated way, how

could one at the ISO level unbundle primary level activities from the ancillary services,

and, furthermore, how can one allocate these costs to the specific market participants

in a fair and rigorous way?

3. If it is shown to be possible to decentralize compensation of ancillary services to each

individual end user level, how can this be done?



1.1 Approximation of Transmission Losses

It ought to be clear, based on the above, that an absolute accuracy and equity in providing

for transmission loss is basically not possible. This is consistent with one of the conclusions

in Joskow's recent article concerned with the power industry in transition; the article clearly

communicates author's assessment that the cost of system services at the end of transition

never got computed and allocated exactly [14]. This is at first somewhat bothersome conclu-

sion to the power engineering community used to challenges of numerical accuracy. It leads

to the new question if it is possible to develop simple compensation methods for ancillary

services, whose accuracy could be estimated and somehow tested4

This question is the main topic of this thesis. It is restricted to the context of trans-

mission loss sub-problem. The idea is to re-visit some of the fundamental understanding of

electric power network responses to system input changes that has been used in the past

for development of computationally effective algorithms of various types. Specifically, the

so-called localized response property of power networks to system input changes is recalled

in the context of the problem of interest in this thesis. This property basically states that

under certain mild assumptions the effect of power input change at the node i on voltage

changes throughout the system is most seen at the nodes (electrically) closest to the node

i, and it decreases in a concentric relaxation-like manner away from the input change. This

property has been studied in the past both for qualitative understanding of power network

characteristics, as in [16, 13, 11], as well as for the development of simplified computational

algorithms as in [26, 29, 28]. The question posed in this thesis is if this localized response

of system voltages to input changes could be used to

1. Locally estimate transmission losses caused by an end user, keeping in mind availabil-

ity of real-time information networks required by FERC [17, 19].

2. Compensate for these losses by injecting the power corresponding to this estimated

transmission loss, and not be dependent on the cost for this service dictated by some-

one else.

An important observation here is that these approximate formulae should be indepen-

dent from the activities on the rest of the system, except through the information exchange

4
1t is important to observe that the pro forma approximate tarrifs proposed by FERC do not have this

feature.



provided in real time by a real-time information network of some sort. It is expected

that such information network would at least regularly provide information about the sta-

tus/parameters of the network, and the system-wide state (voltages) as they are computed

at the ISO level. No information about the specific transactions and cost data is needed.

In order for the formulae of this type to exist, it is necessary to make the case that the

interaction component in flows is small relative to the main flows caused by each transac-

tion separately. While this claim was made in [30, 31, 32], it is re-visited here by further

recognizing that generation input patterns are evolving into smaller changes distributed

throughout the system, rather than large generation inputs only at a limited number of

locations in the system. The premise made here is that the theoretical problem of com-

puting the effect of many distributed small changes into the system is somewhat simpler

than the problem of computing impact of large changes at selected number of allocations5 .

This is because the impact of specific changes is more localized, and, also because linearized

models are more likely to be valid. While the interaction component in the power line flows

could be non-negligible for large deviations in specific system inputs, the dispersed effects

of smaller deviations at many locations are likely to be less interacting with each other. It

is with this in mind that the derivations in this thesis are conceived.

1.2 Thesis Organization

In Chapter 2, the basic governing equations of electric power networks in steady-state, i.e.,

the load flow equations are briefly reviewed. These equations define constraints on real and

reactive power inputs into the network, by stating that the power injected into the system

at each node must equal the power transferred by the network. Next, the decoupling

assumption under which real power load flow equations are separable from the reactive

power load flow equations is defined and conditions under which this assumption is valid

are stated. It is recalled that under the real/reactive power decoupling assumption, the

real power load flow problem can be interpreted as a problem of a DC nonlinear resistive

network. Similarly, it is reviewed how is the decoupled reactive power/voltage problem

interpreted as a problem of a DC nonlinear resistive network.

A localized response property, essential for the methods described in this thesis, is

5In both cases the same total demand is met.



stated next for the decoupled nonlinear real power load flow problem. This result is a direct

consequence of interpreting the problem as a nonlinear resistive network with nondecreasing

resistors, that is known to have the localized response property. Loosely speaking, the

localized response property in the context of the decoupled real power load flow problem

means that the largest voltage phase angle at the nodes directly connected to the location

i, at which an increment in real power APi takes place, is never smaller than the largest

voltage phase angle change at nodes one tier away from bus i, and so on.

This property is not sufficient, however, for the changes in phase angle differences across

the transmission lines to have the same property, i.e. to be decreasing away from the cause

of their change. For this to hold true, it is sufficient to have a relatively meshed network, as

seen from the location i; starting with a relatively small number of lines directly connected

to the location i, the number of lines across the cutsets away from the location i increases.

It is intuitively clear that for a transmission network whose reactances are uniform, the

changes in real power line flows decrease in proportion to the increase of number of lines

across the cutsets away from node i.

This qualitative property is important for the real power loss estimation methods pro-

posed in this thesis. To introduce the problem of transmission losses basic formulae for

transmission loss calculation in power networks are briefly reviewed. Present state-of-the-

art is briefly reviewed for computing transmission losses.

Next, in Chapter 3 a closed form formula for computing voltage phase angle changes

created by the end user located at bus i is introduced. This formula only requires knowledge

of the power increase APi at the location i and the network parameters of the entire

system. The algorithm is based on the linearized, decoupled real power load flow equations.

Numerical methods similar in concept could be derived without making the linearizating

assumption. The results of this algorithm, combined with the updated nominal voltage

phase angles of the entire network are used as the starting information for estimating real

power transmission loss created by the end user at bus i when injecting APi into the system.

First, a formula for computing real power losses is described that reflects the interaction

of nodal power increments in the interconnected system. This formula cannot be used by

each end user independently from the others. It is next proposed that for the most typical

power networks the line flow changes APij decrease in absolute value away from the location

where power is injected into the system. Given this property, it is possible to claim that



the voltage phase angle differences across the transmission lines also decrease in proportion

with the line reactances. This further leads to the conjecture that the effects of power input

changes resulting from economic transactions are separable to a significant degree, unless

the transactions are very close electrically. This conjecture is formally derived.

In Chapter 4, the problem of estimating reactive power losses in an interconnected power

network is studied. First, the decoupled reactive power-voltage (QV) load flow equations

are briefly reviewed. These form the governing equations of direct interest. Next, the state

of-the-art results concerned with a non-linear network interpretation of the QV load flow

problem are summarized. It is concluded that such an interpretation is possible. However,

the resulting non-linear network, because of the presence of shunt capacitors on a primarily

inductive network, is analogous to a non-linear DC resistive network, not all of whose

resistors are monotonically increasing. A qualitative implication of this situation is that it

is not possible to state unconditionally that a change in reactive power injection AQi into

bus i leads to uniform decrease in voltage changes AVi [13]. This can only be proven when

the shunt capacitors are not present.

This obstacle could be overcome in the context of the functions of an end user in a

competitive environment by decomposing the problem of reactive power loss compensation

into6

1. The shunt reactive power loss component, measurable directly in terms of local power

factor compensation.

2. The reactive power losses created in the planar transmission grid that interconnects

all nodes.

An underlying modeling assumption here is that the reactive power inputs into the

nodes are represented as ideal reactive power injections into the grid 7. The total reactive

power injection could be thought of as consisting of the portion flowing from the node to

the ground, and the portion flowing into the planar transmission network. It is proposed

here that the shunt reactive losses be directly estimated and compensated by each end user;

this is trivial to do. The method proposed in this thesis introduces an approach to estimate

the second component. It is proven in this thesis that the voltage changes AVi away from

6The same idea was recognized recently in [1].
7This includes flows through the capacitors.



the reactive power injection into the planar portion at node i of the grid decrease uniformly

away from this location. A closed form solution for estimating the voltage deviations in the

entire network caused by the specific end user is derived by using only the information about

the local injection into the grid AQi and the network parameters of the entire grid. Next,

an approximate formula for reactive power losses in response to reactive power changes at

several locations in this system is derived. This formula requires knowledge about nominal

voltages, that is assumed to be provided by a real time information network of some sort

[17, 19]. It is proposed that for system input changes that are not very close electrically,

reactive power loss can be estimated and compensated individually by each end user.

In Chapter 5, numerical results on the standard IEEE 39 bus system are described in

support of theoretical propositions made in this thesis. It is concluded that an acceptable

accuracy is achievable.

In Chapter 6, possible ways of using the proposed method for real time loss compensation

by the end users themselves, instead of paying for loss compensation at the interconnected

system level are described. It is pointed out that this approach is not intended to be

exclusive. End users not interested in compensating for transmission loss themselves could

continue to pay for the ancillary services according to agreed upon tarrifs.

In Chapter 7, the main intent in this thesis has been recaptured. It is suggested that,

at least in concept, it is possible to allow the end users to provide for transmission loss

themselves by injecting an additional amount of power at the location where the injec-

tion for primary market is carried. The estimates are based on the recognition of several

characteristics associated with power flow propagation in electric power networks. Much of

this knowledge is hidden in the highly technical literature, and is just beginning to play an

important role for providing and developing systems service tarrifs under competition. The

validity of the approach is demonstrated on the IEEE 39 bus system. Several immediate

open questions are stated in the concluding remarks of this thesis.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, the basic governing equations of electric power networks in steady-state,

i.e., the load flow equations are briefly reviewed. These equations define constraints on

real and reactive power inputs into the network, by stating that the power injected into

the system at each node must equal the power transferred by the network. Next, the

decoupling assumption under which real power load flow equations are separable from the

reactive power load flow equations is defined and conditions under which this assumption is

valid are stated. It is recalled that under the real/reactive power decoupling assumption, the

real power load flow problem can be interpreted as a problem of a DC nonlinear resistive

network. Similarly, it is reviewed how is the decoupled reactive power/voltage problem

interpreted as a problem of a DC nonlinear resistive network.

A localized response property, essential for the methods described in this thesis, is

stated next for the decoupled nonlinear real power load flow problem. This result is a direct

consequence of interpreting the problem as a nonlinear resistive network with nondecreasing

resistors, that is known to have the localized response property. Loosely speaking, the

localized response property in the context of the decoupled real power load flow problem

means that the smallest voltage phase angle at the nodes directly connected to the location

i, at which an increment in real power APi takes place, is always larger than the largest

voltage phase angle change at nodes one tier away from bus i, and so on.

This property is not sufficient, however, for the changes in phase angle differences across

the transmission lines to have the same property, i.e. to be decreasing away from the cause

of their change. For this to hold true, it is sufficient to have a relatively meshed network, as



seen from the location i; starting with a relatively small number of lines directly connected

to the location i, the number of lines across the cutsets away from the location i increases.

It is intuitively clear that for a transmission network whose reactances are uniform, the

changes in real power line flows decrease in proportion to the increase of number of lines

across the cutsets away from node i.

This qualitative property is important for the real power loss estimation methods pro-

posed in this thesis. To introduce the problem of transmission losses basic formulae for

transmission loss calculation in power networks are briefly reviewed. Present state-of-the-

art is briefly reviewed for computing transmission losses.

2.1 Load Flow Equations

In order to present the exact formulation of real power losses in a transmission network it is

necessary to review the load flow problem. The load flow equations form a consistent set of

algebraic equations for computing voltage magnitudes and angles throughout the system for

a given network topology and parameters, and the specified generated and required power

throughout the system. They basically represent power flow balance equations resulting

from the familiar nodal equations in electric circuits [3].

Certain assumptions made about the steady state models of different system components

which lead to the simplification of the general form of steady state equations to the specific

form recognized as the load flow equations are reviewed first. The load flow formulation

assumes that both exciter and governor controls are ideal, so that they maintain voltages at

the generator buses at any reference constant value, and the mechanical power output at the

specified value. For this reason generators are often referred to in load flow computations as

the "PV"' buses, since their steady state specifications are parametric in terms of real power

P and voltage magnitude V. The same way for load buses, loads are characterized as "PQ"

buses with voltages magnitude and angles unknown. A sufficient number of equations for

defining a load flow problem consists of 2n real and reactive power balances at all n load

buses and the k real power balances at generator buses. They are of the form

Pag = 7 *( cos 04 - cos(si - bj - •ij)) (2.1)PLi = Czs -o ZiC
jEKi 23 Zi



vi2  2vijQL = in i - sin(6 - bj - (ij)) (2.2)
jEKi 3

for i = 1, ..., n.
V2  vivi(

PGi i COS (i - os( - 6 - j)) (2.3)
jEKi Zi

for i = n + 1, ..., n + k. The notation PLi, QLi and PGi, stands for real and reactive power

injections into load buses and real power into generator buses, respectively. ViL6i stands

for nodal voltage magnitude and phase angle at each bus i in the system. Zij~Lij is the

complex-valued impedance of a transmission line connecting nodes i and j.

Two explanations for distinguishing among all generator busses and the "slack" bus

are, first: an engineering argument that it is not possible to specify real power inputs to

all busses (loads and generators), prior to knowing transmission system losses indicates

the necessity not to specify real power at least at one of the generators before load flow

calculations are performed and the losses are known. In practice, it is common to designate

one of the largest generators as the "slack" bus to assure it has sufficient real power output

to compensate for the transmission losses. Second, it is needed for mathematical reasons;

it is straightforward to show that the real power balance equation of type (2.3) is linearly

dependent on real power equations at all other generators. It is, therefore, necessary to

assume phase angle of the "slack" generator known and not directly use equation (2.3) to

compute it. The slack bus is modeled as an ideal voltage source whose magnitude and phase

angle are fixed.

2.2 Real/Reactive Power Decoupling Assumption

Two simpler formulations of the load flow problem can be found under operating conditions

of the network. These formulations are based on the real and reactive power decoupling.

The basic idea on which this decoupling assumption is found can be best illustrated on the

simplest case of a two bus example as the one shown on Figure 2-1.

Computing sensitivity of real power Pj delivered to the load with respect to change in

phase angle difference (6i - 6j), one obtains,

apj V sV
= _ sin(Ai - 6j - (ij) (2.4)

0(9i - 6j) zij



NodeiGenerator Nodej

Figure 2-1: Simple 2 Bus System

Similarly, sensitivity of real power P3 with respect to change in voltage magnitude Vj is

S= - cos(6i - Jj - (ij) (2.5)
avj zij

For highly inductive lines (ij = Krad, and voltage magnitudes close to 1 p.u., it follows

that,
P( j (2.6)

The same way for the reactive power, we have

0avOj 5 i I- (2.7)
Q- > i >>

Taking this into account, one can separate the load flow problem into sub-problems: one for

analyzing the effect of real power and nodal voltage phase angles (P - 6 problem), and the

other for studying dependence of reactive power and voltage magnitudes (Q - V problem).

Since we are more interested in estimating real power losses we place more emphasis on the

(P - 6) formulation.



2.3 Linearized P - J Problem

The decoupled real power-phase angle problem is defined as the problem of computing phase

angle differences (Ji - bj) for specified real power demand Pi at loads i = 1, ..., n and real

power generation at buses i = (n + 1), ..., (n + k), and the specified angle at the slack bus

60.

Suppose that the resistive part of transmission lines is negligible relative to its inductive

part. Let A E RNXI,(N = n + k) be the reduced incidence matrix of the system obtained

by deleting all shunts and the ground node. The slack bus is taken as reference. Let [y) be

the diagonal matrix with elements Bkilk # i, k, i = 0, ..., N and define Jp E RNxN as

Jp = A[y]A T  (2.8)

It is simple to show that the linearized decoupled load flow equations take on the form

N

Pk (6) = Bki 6k - 6i) (2.9)
i=0

for k = 1, ..., N. Under the assumptions that the network is connected, Jp is non-singular

and a compact linearized matrix representation of the P - 6 problem takes on a form

P() = J6 (2.10)

This formulation, also known as the DC load flow, is equivalent to the nodal equations

representing a linear resistive network whose branch parameters are Bik, and in which

currents and voltages are replaced by real power flows and phase angles, respectively. Note

that this formulation assumes linearization of nonlinear constituent relations, which is only

meaningful for small phase angle differences. For large changes in phase angles problems

may arise in certain ranges of operating conditions. This leads to the need to study a

decoupled P - 6 problem as a non-linear resistive network problem.

2.4 Nonlinear P - 6 Problem

Employing the commonly used fact in network theory that each network which consists of

devices whose constituent v-i relations are nonlinear monotone functions defined in the first



quadrant has a behavior of a linear resistive network [3], a nonlinear network formulation for

the real power-phase angle problem was introduced in [21, 20]. The formulation is similar to

the linearized problem formulation given above, except for the constituent relations defining

line power flows in terms of phase angle differences being nonlinear

Pik = ViVk Bik sin(6i - 6 k) (2.11)

Since this constituent relation is not monotone for the entire range of phase angle differences,

limits on phase angle changes Adij around a nominal operating point 6 ij need to be defined

first for which the real power-phase angle problem can be interpreted as a nonlinear resistive

problem of the certain range of operating conditions.

From the decoupled real power equations, the change in real power input at each node

i can be expressed as

APi = V4 VjBij (sin(6ij + Abij) - sin 6ij), i = 1,..., (n + k) (2.12)
jEKi

or,

APi = cijhij(Asij) (2.13)
jEKi

where, hij (ALij) = sin(6ij +A6ij) and Ki are nodes directly connected to node i, excluding i.

It can be seen that hij(ASij) is monotonically increasing in the following region of interest:

Assuming A6ij < rij where rij is prespecified, the function defined before will be monotone

increasing as long as
dhi(Ai) = cos(6ij + AWij) > 0 (2.14)

dAkij

or,

- - < (Sij + Asij) < (2.15)2- -2

Next, create a linear system of equations of the form

APi = ASijgi cij (2.16)
jEKi

where gij = gji. If we examine solutions of (2.12) for which (2.15) holds, then it is only



necessary to consider gij in (2.16) which are bounded by

sin(6ij + rij) - sin 6ij sin(6ij - rij) - sin ij (2.17)
--rii gij < rij

Every solution to (2.12) with bounded A6ijthen corresponds to one solution of (2.16) with

some set of coefficients bounded by (2.17). The set of non-linear equations (2.12) has a

non-linear resistive network interpretation, since it is of the form

AP = HpAs (2.18)

The off-diagonal elements are

hij = cijgij (2.19)

and the diagonal elements

hij=- cijgij (2.20)
jEKi,iij

The matrix Hp can be thought of as a conductance matrix of a resistive network with the

same topology as the underlying power network.

2.5 Localized Response Property

It is known, that the change in voltage phase angles decreases monotonically as the electrical

distance from the triggering event increases [12, 11]. This is what is known as the localized

response property. In order to study this property, it is convenient to introduce another

bus enumeration dependent on the bus where the triggering event (change in power input,

APi) occurred [29]. We partition buses into tiers as in Figure 2-2. Let us call the bus where

the change in power input APi occurs, tier 1. The buses directly connected to it are tier 2.

The buses directly connected to tier 2 are tier 3 and so on. Now let us partition vectors AP

and AJ into subvectors APk and Aek corresponding to all bus voltage angles and power

injections in buses in tier k.

Now, for a P - 6 network partitioned into tiers, the localized response property estab-

lishes that for a single change in power injection in bus 1, AP1 ,

I _l4jlloo _ IlAlA6loo2 1... IlIaNlloo (2.21)



Figure 2-2: Tier-based Enumerated Network

where |lxlloo denotes the sup norm of x and AZk is the vector of phase angles changes in tier

k. In other words, it states that the largest change in phase angle in tier 1 is not smaller

that the largest change in phase angle in tier 2, and so on.

Proof: Note that it is enough to show that,

IIAsk-ll1oo II _klloo (2.22)

Note also that by our proceeding results it is enough to show the result for the linear P - 6

formulation defined in equation (2.10).

Lemma: In the case of the linear problem it is enough to show the previous equation

for k = N, where N is the number of tiers.

Proof: For k < N, one can by star-mesh transformation eliminate the nodes in tier

(k+1) through tier N without affecting the solutions in tiers 1 through k. Also the reduction

will only introduce new lines between busses in tier k and thus not affect the tier structure

of the network.

Proof of the Localized Response Property (linear case): Since we have ordered



the network tier-wise, we have the following block tri-diagonal system of equations after the

tier based bus re-enumeration

B 12

B22

B32

0

B23

B 33

0

0

B34

B(N-1)(N-2)

0 0 0

BN(N-1)

BN(N-1)

0

0

0

B(N-1)N

BNN

From above we can see that,

BN(NI)A 3 N-1 + BNNA 6 N = 0

ASN = (-BNKNBN(N_1))A6N-1

Hence,

IIA6sNIIooI - B1-BN(NB1)|IooIIA6N-1|IIo

S- B-1BN(N1)||10 = maxZ 1I(-BN-BN(N-1)ij)II := v

Denote by 1 the vector all of whose components are 1. From elementary properties fo the

admittance matrix it follows that every element in the diagonal of BNN is non-negative and

every element of BN(N-1) is non-positive. Hence,

v = max (-BNNBN N(N_I)ij) = max(-BN1NBN(N-1)1)i (2.28)

Since the sum of entries in each row is greater than or equal to zero

BNN1 + BN(N_1)1 > 0 (2.29)

where > means a component-wise inequality. Multiplying the above equation on both sides

by B-,,
1 B - 1NBN(N-1)1 _ 0

B11

B 21

0

ASN

AP1
0

0

0

0

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

where,

(2.26)

(2.27)

J

(2.30)
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Figure 2-3: Relatively Meshed Network

or

- BN'BN(N-1)1 < li.e.v < 1 (2.31)

which proves the property.

2.5.1 Localized Response of Phase Angle Differences

This property, however, is not sufficient for the changes in phase angle differences across

the transmission lines to have the same property, to be decreasing away from the cause of

their change. Let us introduce an arbitrary relatively meshed network as in Figure 2-3, that

branches out from a single node, that we are going to call node 1. From the DC load flow

formulation we can see that linearity holds and we have,

Pij + APij = Bij(cJ + A•i - (Jj + AJj)) (2.32)

Thus,

APij = Bij(Abi - A6b) = BijAbij (2.33)

Since, the DC load flow formulation assumes lossless lines by an argument analogous to the

current dividers of circuit theory, we can see that the change in power injection dies out from

node 1. Assuming uniform (or at least the same order of magnitude) line parameters, we

can see that if the change in power injection dies out, so does the change in angle differences,



Tij Tji

Figure 2-4: Simple 2 Bus System

making valid our assumption that if the changes in power injection occur 'far away' from

each other, transmission losses can be approximated in a localized way. From Figure 2-3 we

can see that the power P1 decreases away from node 1, being a, b and c the ratios of input

impedances seen from nodes 1, 2 and 3, respectively. These ratios will always be smaller

than 1, thus making our assumption valid.

2.6 Real Power Losses

From the simplest power system of a single generator and a single load connected through

a transmission line as in Figure 2-4, real power Tij going out of node i, is given by

Tij = {V~ie j iI*} (2.34)

where I* is the complex conjugate of the current and is given by,

I* = -Vjejs (2.35)



Recalling that R+jX =-- Gi - jBij and applying the conjugate to the expression in

parenthesis, we have that,

Tii = R { Vie j ' Viej'i - Vej X
Rij + jXi)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

Tij = R•Viej'(Vie - j ' i - V e-j7 )(Gij + jBij)}

Tif = J(V 2 - ViVjeJ('i-6j))(Gij + jBij)}

This takes the following form.

Tij = Vi2 Gij - ViVj(Gij cos(6i - Sj) + Bij sin(6i - 6j))

Similarly, the real power flowing from node j to node i takes on the form,

Tji = Vj2 Gij - ViVj(Gij cos(6i - 6j) - Bij sin(6i - 6j))

Then, the losses in line i - j are given as the sum of both power flows as,

PLij = Tij + Tji

= G.j(v1 2 - 2ViV cos(6i - 6j) + Vj2)

[Gi V2 - 2Vi V3 1i - ( 2 + V2

= Gi•((V4 - V)2 + ViV( 6 - )2)

If all voltages are at nominal values, it is Vi = Vj = 1.0p.u. then,

PLij r. Gij(6 - 6j)2

(2.41)

(2.42)

or in matrix form,

(2.43)pL [Sii] [Bii][Gij]



where bij is the vector of angle differences and is given by,

bij = bi - 63 (2.44)

(2.45)r = M6

6 being the vector of node angles, and M a reduce incidence matrix whose elements are 0,

1 and -1.



Chapter 3

Estimation of Real Power Losses

In this chapter a closed formula for computing voltage phase angle changes created by the

end user located at bus i is introduced. This formula only requires knowledge of the power

increase APi at the location i and the network parameters of the entire system. The al-

gorithm is based on the linearized, decoupled real power load flow equations. Numerical

methods similar in concept could be derived without making the linearizating assumption.

The results of this algorithm, combined with the updated nominal voltage phase angles of

the entire network are used as the starting information for estimating real power transmis-

sion loss created by the end user at bus i when injecting APi into the system. First, a

formula for computing real power losses is described that reflects the interaction of nodal

power increments in the interconnected system. This formula cannot be used by each end

user independently from the others. It is next proposed that for the most typical power

networks the line flow changes APij decrease in absolute value away from the location

where power is injected into the system. Given this property, it is possible to claim that

the voltage phase angle differences across the transmission lines also decrease in proportion

with the line reactances. This further leads to the conjecture that the effects of power input

changes resulting from economic transactions are separable to significant degree, unless the

transactions are very close electrically. This conjecture is formally derived.



3.1 A Localized Method for Computing Changes in Voltage

Phase Angles

Starting from the last two rows in equation (2.23) in Chapter 2 one obtains,

B(N-1)(N-2) 6N-2 + B(N-1)(N-_)ASN-1 + B(N-1)NA 6_N = 0

B(N-1)(N-2), 6 N-2 + B(N-1)(N-1), 6 N-1 - B(N-1)NBN1NBN(N-1)A6N-1 = 0

B(N-1)(N-2) •6 N-2 + (B(N-1)(N-1) - B(N-1)N BN1BN(N-1)) 6N 1 0

This leads to a recursive relation,

ASN_1 = (-BN_)(N _)B(N-1)(N-2))A 6 N-2

where,

B(N1)(N1) = B(N-1)(N1) - B(N-1)NB BN(N-1)

By solving equation (2.23) backwards, A61 is found as a function only of AP1 and the

system matrix, B, as,

A61 = (B11 - B 12 ~221B 2 1)/AP 1  (3.1)

Using this expression and the expressions for all changes in voltage angles, one can find by

forward substituting the changes introduced by the power injection at bus 1 as,

/6j = (-3jBj(j _1 ))Aj_1  (3.2)

for j = 2,..., N where

Bkk = Bkk - Bk(k+l)B(k+l)(k+1)B(k+l)k (3.3)

for k = 2,..., (N - 1) and BNN = BNN.

It is now important to note that this formulation will have a solution as long as the B

matrix is nonsingular. This suggests the use of a slack bus, similar to the one in the load

flow formulation.

This result is potentially useful for distributed decision-making in a deregulated energy



market. What this result implies is that given the change in power injection in a single bus,

nominal operating conditions on the network known, it is possible to calculate phase angle

changes for all nodes. This angle changes at the same time can be used to compute line

losses locally.

3.2 An Approximate Method for Computing Real Power

Transmission Losses

Given nominal operating conditions of the network are known (in a deregulated power

industry this is going to be given by an On-Line Same-Time Information System (OASIS)),

voltage angle changes A6i, introduced in the network by the power injection APi in bus i

can be approximated using this forward-backward substitution algorithm. Next, one can

approximate total real power losses in the network as follows,

PL " [ýij + A6ij]T[Bij][6i• + Abij] (3.4)

or line by line,

PLij r [[6,i + Abij]][Bij][[6ij + Abij]] (3.5)

where, Bij is the matrix whose diagonal is the line conductances, [6ij + A6sj] is the vector

of phase angle changes in a line, and [[6ij + Abij]] is a diagonal matrix wh0se elements are

defined as phase angle differences across each line.

6ij = ~i - 6~ (3.6)

Jij = M[b•... N]T (3.7)

where i,j = 1, 2, ..., N and M is an e x N matrix of zeros, ones and minuslones as defined

in [5], where e is the number of lines and N is the number of nodes. The elements of this

matrix are defined by the following rule,

mik = 1 (3.8)
0



if line k leaves, enters or is not incident with node i, respectively.

Let us introduce a vector F, such that F = MJ. Following the tier-wise enumeration,

then M takes on the following form,

F =

1 -1 0

1 0 -1 0

0 1 0 -1 0

0 1 0 -1 0

1 0 . 0 -1 0

1 0 . . -1 0

0 1 0 -1 0

0 1 -1 0

61

62

6(N-1)

dN

(3.9)

where the vector composed of 6 1 to 65N, is the vector of node angles in tiers 1 to N. The

vector of angle differences F is divided in subvectors F' to F(N-l ) according to tiers, for

example F' is a subvector of angle differences between busses in tier 1 and tier 2, plus

intra-tier connections, that is busses in tier 2 connected between each other.! The same way,

FI I is a subvector of angle differences between busses in tier 2 and tier 31 plus intra tier

connections in tier 3. It is easy to see that the matrix M is rank deficient. In order to make

this compatible with the rest of the formulation, it is needed to eliminate the column which

corresponds to the slack bus.

Now, consider various transactions occurring simultaneously. The veclor A6ij reflects

the effect of all transactions on phase angle deviations from nominal cdnditions. In a

competitive industry, this information is not going to be available, so it ib imperative to

find a way to estimate losses locally, or as a function only of the change in power injection

at only one bus. To do this, let us first recall the formula for losses given in ýquation (2.42),

PL ; Gij(6ij + A~ij) 2 (3.10)



Since Abij is estimated using linearized P - 6 model formulation, superposition holds, i.e.,

AWij = A6ij,1 + A6ij,2 + ... + A6ij,k (3.11)

Here ALij,k is the vector of change in angle differences due to a change in injection at bus

k. Expanding equation (3.10) we have,

PL . Gij(~2j + 26ij A 2ij + Abi) (3.12)

The terms 26ijA6ij and Ai62 are now

26ijA6ij = 26ij(A6ij,1 + A•ij,2 + .+ Lij,k) (3.13)

AZ = A~ A ,1  ~ 2 + +j,k + 2A6ij,1A6ij,2 + 2A6ij,1A6ij,k +.... (3.14)

Now, recalling the localized response property and asumming the change in power injections

are electrically distant, we can approximate A6~2 as,

A~sj = ASi, 1 + A6, 2 + ... + z ,3  (3.15)

For example, let us assume that only one bilateral transaction is occurring between nodes

1 and k and that they are separate enough that the localized response property holds. It

can be seen that the term 2A 6ij,1A 6 ij,k will be close to zero, because the elements of Aiij,i

that are significant will be multiplied by the elements of Abii,k that are close to zero. The

same is true the other way around. Now we can approximate the power losses as,

PL Gi [6ij + 26ij ASij,1 + 26ijA6ij,2 + ... + 26ij Adii,k + I ,1 + A ,2 A+ ... + A2,k ] (3.16)

PL -Gif A+ Gij(26AijAbi, 1 + AR, 1) + Gi (26 i,2 2 ) +'W

+ Gij(26i•A•ij,k + Aj,k) (3.17)

PL 4 PL(Ai) + APL ( j,) + APL(Aa i,2) +... + APL(A6 , ) (3.18)

where PL(6ij) are the base case losses to be provided by the OASIS [19] a4d APL(Aij,k)

is a change in transmission losses due to change in power injection at bus !.



3.3 Algorithm for Estimating Real Power Losses

In this section, we describe the steps involved in estimating real power losses ýn transmission

lines, given that nominal operating conditions of the network are provided by the OASIS.

We describe, how this estimation will be done by each individual player in. a de-regulated

energy market.

Step 1:

The first step in estimating real power transmission losses is to re-enuM erate the net-

work using the tier based re-enumeration. At the same time, it is nece sary to define

directions of power flows, in order to construct the M matrix. Special atte tion should be

placed in order to make this matrix correspond to the nominal conditions rovided by the

OASIS. At this time, the B matrix can be constructed and sub-divided in o sub-matrices

Bll, B12 , B21, B22, ... , BN,N-1, BN,N.

Step 2:

After all data is available, changes in node angles caused by this player can be com-

puted by the same player and independently of the others. This is don4 using the for-

ward/backward substitution introduced in section 3.1, i.e.,

A6l = (B 11 - B 12 Bf22 1B 21 )AP 1  (3.19)

A = -(-JBB• (jI))/Aj 1  (3.20)

for j = 2, ..., N where

Bkk = Bkk - Bk(k+B(k+l)(k+1)B(k+l)k (3.21)

for k = 2,..., (N - 1) and BNN = BNN After change in node angles are Jnown, one can

compute change in angle differences as,

A6ij = MA6 (3.22)

Step 3:

The next step in estimating real power transmission losses is to comp ate line by line



change in real power losses introduced by a transaction using the formulation described as,

APL(A6ij,1) = Gij(26ijA6ij,1 + A6j,1) (3.23)

where A 6ij,1 is defined, in the same way as before, as the vector of change in angle differences

due to a change in power injection at node 1.

Step 4:

Now it is appropriate to mention, how would each individual player act in order to

compensate for the losses introduced by each transaction. The idea is that every individual

player compute the losses introduced by its transaction and then compensate for it. Let us

analyze how would each player act in a bi-lateral transaction. Let us say there is a load X

that wants to buy 100 MW from Generator Y. What will actually happen is that load X

will estimate the losses that a 100 MW change at its node will introduce. Let us call this

losses APx. Then the load will have to make a contract to buy (100 + APx)MW. From

the generator side, Generator Y will have then to compute how much losses this increase

of (100 + APx)MW will create. Let's call this APy. In effect, Generator Y will have to

increase its generation by (100 + APx + APy)MW, in order to compensate for its losses.



Chapter 4

Reactive Power-Voltage

Magnitude Problem

In this chapter, the problem of estimating reactive power losses in an interconnected power

network is studied. First, the decoupled reactive power-voltage (QV) load flow equations

are briefly reviewed. These form the governing equations of direct interest. Next, the state

of-the-art results concerned with a non-linear network interpretation of the QV load flow

problem are summarized. It is concluded that such an interpretation is possible. However,

the resulting non-linear network, because of the presence of shunt capacitors on a primarily

inductive network, is analogous to a non-linear DC resistive network, not all of whose

resistors are monotonically increasing. A qualitative implication of this situation is that it

is not possible to state unconditionally that a change in reactive power injpction AQi into

bus i leads to uniform decrease in voltage changes AVi [13]. This can only be proven when

the shunt capacitors are not present.

This obstacle could be overcome in the context of the functions of an end user in a

competitive environment by decomposing the problem of reactive power loss compensation

into1

1. The shunt reactive power loss component, measurable directly in terms of local power

factor compensation.

2. The reactive power losses created in the planar transmission grid that interconnects

1The same idea was recognized recently in [1].



all nodes.

An underlying modeling assumption here is that the reactive power inputs into the

nodes are represented as ideal reactive power injections into the grid2. Thi total reactive

power injection could be thought of as consisting of the portion flowing fr m the node to

the ground, and the portion flowing into the planar transmission network.! It is proposed

here that the shunt reactive losses be directly estimated and compensated bT each end user;

this is trivial to do. The method proposed in this thesis introduces an apprdach to estimate

the second component. It is proven in this thesis that the voltage changes AVi away from

the reactive power injection into the planar portion at node i of the grid decrease uniformly

away from this location. A closed form solution for estimating the voltage deviations in the

entire network caused by the specific end user is derived by using only the infrmation about

the local injection into the grid AQi and the network parameters of the en ire grid. Next,

an approximate formula for reactive power losses in response to reactive power changes at

several locations in this system is derived. This formula requires knowledge about nominal

voltages, that is assumed to be provided by a real time information network of some sort

[17, 19]. It is proposed that for system input changes that are not very close electrically,

reactive power loss can be estimated and compensated individually by each end user.

4.1 Reactive Power - Voltage Magnitude Problein

Under the real-reactive power decoupling assumption the reactive power-voltage magnitude

problem is defined as the problem of determining load voltage magnitudes for specified load

reactive power demand; generator voltages are assumed fixed, as long as generator reserves

are available. Under the decoupling assumption all phase angles are known parameters.

The mathematical formulation of the reactive power-voltage problem follors directly from

the load flow equations defining reactive power balance at all loads,

Vi2 Bik) - bi- Vi VkBik sin k - ki) - i = ,i = .., n (4.1)

2This includes flows through the capacitors.



Typical inequality constraints directly relevant for voltage are

imin < Vi < Qmax, i = 1, ... , n +k

(4.2)

(4.3)

Reactive power steady state problems are directly related to the operating conditions under

which operationally acceptable voltage solution does not exist within these limits, or the

solution becomes very sensitive to small variations in system inputs and parameters.

The main theoretical difficulty in formulating the reactive power - voltage magnitude

problem arises because loads are modeled as constant power models. It is simple to show

that in the case when loads are modeled as either constant impedance or constant current

devices, the reactive power-voltage problem degenerates into a linear problem of the form

Ax = c (4.4)

where matrix A and input vector c are defined in the following way [25]:

* (i) In the case of assumed constant impedance load models as

Qi = BDii 2 , BDi = const., i = 1,..., n

equation (4.1) degenerates into

n n n+k

(Z B i k - b + BDi)Ei - BE BiJE cos ij - BgEj cos i¾
j=1 j=1 j=n+l

The matrix representation of these equations is of the form (4.4) where

A = B + diag(BDi)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

-B 12  ... -Bin

(B 22 - b2 ) ... -B2n

... (Bnn - bn)

(B 11 - bl)

-B 21
(4.8)



and

CT = [c,., e] (4.9)

with
n+k

ci= j BjVjcos ij (4.10)
j=n+1

and the unknown vector x being the vector of load voltage

XT = [Vi, ..., Vi] (4.11)

Clearly, as long as network and load parameters are such that matrix A remains nonsingular,

the problem of voltage solution nonexistence is avoided. The only remaining question is if

the voltage solution is within the pre-specified operating limits defined previously and it it

is achievable within the specified generation limits.

* (ii) Similarly, in the case of constant current load models of the form

QDi = { SDij} = Eili sin Oi (4.12)

with Oi being the load power factor angle, current Ii - constant (under the constant current

load model assumption) and the power factor angle qi = constant (under the real-reactive

power decoupling assumption). The reactive power load flow equations take on the form of

linear equations in unknown voltages

V = [V1, ..., V,]T (4.13)

with the system matrix equal B defined in (8-8), and the known vector c

T = [Ii sin €1,..., In sin n]T  (4.14)

These particular cases of reactive power-voltage problem formulation under simplifying

load modeling assumptions show an obvious problem in interpreting any theoretical results

to the reactive power-voltage problem and its dependence on load models lssumed. Any

deviation from the assumed load modes could lead to different solutions. Tue hope is that

the system would operate in regions with low sensitivity of voltage solutioi to the choice



of load model. Otherwise, there would be too much risk involved in employing theoretical

results for estimating regions within which a robust, technically acceptable 0oltage solution

exists. The most frequent modeling assumption of constant reactive power loads leads to a

genuine nonlinear problem, whose solution may not exist, or it may be non unique.

4.2 The Q-V Problem as a Nonlinear Resistive Network

Problem

The reactive power-voltage (Q-V) problem can be formulated as a non-linear network prob-

lem in two slightly different ways3:

* As a non-linear resistive network with independent sources

* As a linear resistive network with dependent sources

We place more emphasis on the first formulation, since it is the one we use to estimate

reactive power losses. Recall that the real power-phase angle problem is inherently a prob-

lem of non-linear resistive networks with independent sources. It is less obvious how can

the reactive power-voltage problem be interpreted as a network problem thian it was with

the real power-phase angle problem formulation. To show this, start with the decoupled

reactive power-voltage load flow equations whose form under the assumption of negligible

transmission line resistances becomes,

Qi = -Vi E Vkiik (4.15)
kEKi

where Ki are the busses directly connected to bus i (including i) and

Cik = Cki = Bik cos ik (4.16)

and

cii = Bii - bi = Bik (4.17)
kEKi

To clarify sign convention in (4.15) notice that for inductive transmission lines Bik < 0 and

capacitive shunts bi > 0 where bi is a shunt connection at bus i. Since the Ei are voltage

3This section is a summary of the formulation in [24]



magnitudes and as such are always positive, write

Vi = exi (4.18)

to form

Qi = e(x' + k) Ci k  (4.19)
kEKi

or,

Qi = - f(xi + xk)cik (4.20)
kEKi

Similarly as in the real power-phase angle studies, we are concerned with perturbations

around a nominal steady state, and therefore we form

AQi = - ( [f(xi + Xk + AXi + Axk) - f(xi + Xk)] (4.21)
kEKi

or,

AQi = - hik(Axi + Axk)Cik (4.22)
kEKi

where the function hik is defined as

hik = exi+Xk (eAxi+Axk - 1) (4.23)

It can be seen that hik(Axi + AXk) is monotone increasing and restricted io the first and

third quadrants in (Axi + AXk). We create a linear system of equations of the form

AQi = - E (Axi + Axk)Cikgik (4.24)
kEKi

where gik = gki. If we examine solutions of the previous equation for which IAxjl < r for

j = 1, ..., n then it is only necessary to consider gik which are bounded by

(e2  (e 2r- 1) (4.25)
VVk(e - 2r  gik g5 ViVk (4.25)-2r 2r

Every solution (4.22) with bounded Axi then corresponds to a solution of (4.24) with some

set of coefficients bounded by inequalities (4.25). We show next that the set of equations

(4.22) has a resistive network interpretation. To put the linear system (4.24) in more



recognizable form, rewrite it as

- AQ = HQAx (4.26)

where

hik = ik9ik = ikBik COS 6 ik (4.27)

and

hii= - ik9ik + 2ciigii (4.28)
kEKi,kfi

The conventions involved in (4.15) produce non-positive off-diagonal entries in the admit-

tance matrix for the power system. If we associate -AQ with a set of ckrrents and Ax

with the set of node voltages, then the matrix can be thought of as a cond uctance matrix

of a resistive network with the same topology as the power system. Nodeý i and k in the

resistive network are connected with positive conductance -gikBik COS 6ik. The conductance

to ground at node i is given by

hi = 2giicii + 2 C cikgik (4.29)
kEK ,kji

his = 2gii -b -bi - Bik + 2EKi, gik Bik COS ik (4.30)

To verify that the conductance hii are typically negative, consider perturbations small

enough so that

gik VVk (4.31)

In this case

his - -2Qi (4.32)

The typical load bus (PQ bus) in the power system has Qi > 0 so that for sm ll disturbances

the equivalent resistive network is composed of positive resistors to ground at the nodes

corresponding to load busses. The DC load flow assumptions of small angles 6ik and voltage

i,,c.,,, d,:-,:- i1,~1 f-i~Li_
magntu es near unty give, or small perturbations

he, E -2Be

Again, the typical PQ bus has a capacitive connection to ground from the tr

(4.33)

ansmission line



models and possible shunt capacitors which with our sign convention is a negative value

of his. Estimates fo the size of perturbations r, for which the shunt conmlections remain

negative can also be obtained. If we assume

-bi - K Bik > 0 (4.34)

which is typical at PQ busses the his is maximized if gii takes on the raximum value

possible while each gik is the minimum. For example, for the voltage reduction case,

1 - e2 r

his = Qis + Qi2 (4.35)

where

Qi2 = 2V2 b - Bik (4.36)

and

Qi2 = 2 V ViVkBik COS ik (4.37)
kEKi,kfi

Since Qis is available from the diagonal entry of the Jacobian of the load flow solution and

(Qis + Qi2)
Qi2 (4.38)

the range of r for which (4.35) is negative can be computed directly.

An alternate, less combinatorial approach is presented next. The approach is based on

formulating the Q-V problem as a linear resistive network problem with dependent sources.

4.3 Reactive Power-Voltage Problem as a Linear Resistive

Network with Dependent Sources

In order to clarify differences between the problem formulation of the Q - V nonlinear

problem as a nonlinear resistive network problem with independent sources [ 3] summarized

above, on one side, and the formulation given in [27, 24], which is presented in this section,

on the other side, the following should be recognized:

A general nonlinear resistive network problem can be thought of as an algebraic problem



fo n coupled equations in n unknowns of the form

gi(xi, ... , Xn)= C1 (4.39)

g2(1,--..., n) = C2 (4.40)

gn(xl,..., Xn) = cn (4.41)

where each function gi depends on all unknown variables. While conditions under which

a solution to this general problem exists are not known, by recognizing a linear resistive

network structure of the class of the problem of interest here, it becomes 3ossible to solve

this problem in terms of bounds on changes within which unique solutionr guaranteed to

exist.

It has been shown in [24] that the Q-V problem can be formulated as a particular

subclass of the general algebraic problem defined previously of the form

Ax + f (x) = c (4.42)

This problem and conditions for its solution existence have been studied extensively in the

area of nonlinear monotone networks [25]. Here each nonlinear function fi !is a function of

one variable xi only. In [27, 24] nonlinear reactive power-voltage problem was formulated

as a problem of type (4.42).



4.4 Forward-Backward Algorithm for Estimating Changes

in Nodal Voltage Magnitudes

Starting from equation (4.26) and rearranging it in a tier wise manner, we have,

H11 H 12  0

H21 H22 H 23

0 H32 H33 H34

H(N-1)(N-2)

0 0 0

H(N-11)

HN(N-1)

0

H(N-1)N

HNN

AXn

Ax 2

Ax 3

AXN1

AXN

AQ1

0

0

0

(4.43)
From the last two rows of this equation we have,

H(N-1)(N-2)AXN-2 + H(N-1)(N-l)AXN-1 + H(N_1)NAXN =-0

H(N-1)(N-2)AXN-2 + H(N-1)(N-1)AXNZ 1 - H(NI)NHBIHN(N1)•XNZ1 = 0

H(N-1)(N-2)AXN-2 + (H(N-1)(N-1) - H(N-I)NHNNHN(N_1))AZN_1 = 0

This leads to a recursive relation,

AxN_ = (-H _)(N_)H(N-1)(N-2))AXN- 2

where,

H(N-1)(N-1) = H(N-1)(N-1) - H(N-1)NHNNHN(N-1)

By solving equation (4.43) backwards, Axl is found as a function only of AQ 1 and the

system matrix, H, as,

Ax1 = (H1 1 - H 12 H221H 2 1)(-AQ1 ) (4.44)

Using this expression and the expressions for all changes in x, one can find by forward

substituting the changes introduced by the reactive power injection at bus ) as,

Axj = (-HIHj(j_1))Axj_ 1.7j~ j (4.45)



for j = 2,..., N where

Hkk = Hkk - Hk(k+1)H(k+1)(k+1)H(k+1)k

for k = 2,..., (N - 1) and HNN = HNN.

It is now important to note that this formulation will have a solution

H matrix is nonsingular. This is true as long as the our assumption that

have regulated voltage magnitudes, thus enabling us to get rid of the lir

corresponding to them.

After the vector Ax is computed, voltage magnitudes at all nodes can 1

follows,

dxi

AVi = ViAxi

This result is potentially useful for distributed decision-making in a derE

maket. What this result implies is that given the change in reactive powe

single bus, nominal operating conditions on the network known, it is possi

voltage magnitude changes for all nodes. This voltage magnitude changes a-

can be used to compute reactive line losses locally.

4.5 Reactive Power Losses and Their Estimatio:

Following the same approach used for the real power losses formulation

plest system of a single generator and a single load connected through a tr

as in Figure 4-1, reactive power Qij going out of node i is given by

(4.46)

as long as the

the PV buses

e and columns

oe computed as

(4.47)

gulated energy

injection in a

)le to calculate

the same time

I

from the sim-

mnsmission line

Qij = {Viei 6'I*}

Qij = Z{Viei 6'(Vie - j 6 - Vje-j 6 i)(Gij + jBij)}

Qij = !((Vi 2 - ViVjej( 6i'-j))(Gij + jBaj)}

(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.50)



Qij Qji

Figure 4-1: Simple 2 Bus System

This results in,

Qij = Vi2Bij - ViVj(Bij cos 6ij + Gij sin 6ij) (4.51)

Similarly, the reactive power Qji flowing from node j to node i

Qji = V2Bij - V Vj(Bij cos Sij - Gij sin 6ij) (4.52)

where 6ij = 6i - 6j. Then the reactive losses in line i - j are given as tfie sum of both

reactive power flows as,

QLij = Bij(V2 - 2ViVj cos 6ij + Vj2) (4.53)

= Bij((Vi - Vj) 2 + ViVj(3ij) 2 )  (4.54)

Unlike in the real power losses formulation, we can not say that 6ij = 0. It is easily shown

by comparing the results with the exact load flow analysis that this approximation would

introduce unacceptable inaccuracy in computing QLij. However, recalling the decoupling

assumption, we can say that angles do not change much because of a change in reactive

power injection.

Provided that the OASIS is going to have a base case for the network and system



parameters, changes in voltage magnitudes at all busses due to a single ch

power, can be computed using the Q - V formulation as a non-linear resisti

independent sources previously described.

- AQ = HQAx

and

Vi = exi

From this formulation we can see that, if we assume that voltages at

regulated and kept at nominal conditions (i.e. 1p.u.), the correspondir

going to be zero, thus enabling us to get rid of all the columns and line

corresponding to PV busses and taking them as reference. In that way,

that this matrix is non-singular. After re-enumeration of the busses usin

enumeration introduced earlier, the matrix HQ has the topology of the

real power-phase angle problem. For the matrix HQ to correspond to a no

network with positive resistances only, we have to assume that no shunts ai

network. Therefore, we are modeling capacitors at nominal conditions as

power injections. It is, furthermore assumed that the end users compensate

a unity power factor at each bus. With this in mind, the proof for a locali

the Qv problem is analogous to the proof for the real power-phase angle ii

Now, let us consider how to compute changes in reactive power losses

in reactive injections in a deregulated energy market. First, let's begin -

losses formulation,

QLij Bij((Vi + AVi - (Vj + AV,)) 2 + (V + AV)(V§ + AVj)(6,)

Remember that AVi and AVj are actually the sum of all the changes dt

injections at different busses,

AV = AV,1 + A ,2 + ... + AVi,k

AlV = AV,,l + A j,2 + ... + Aj, k

rnge in reactive

re network with

(4.55)

(4.56)

PV busses are

g value of x is

of matrix HQ

we also assure

r the tier-based

I matrix of the

alinear resistive

e present in the

known reactive

locally to have

:ed response on

section 2.5.

lue to a change

ith the reactive

(4.57)

e to changes in

(4.58)

(4.59)

)



For simplification purposes let us introduce Vij = Vi - Vj and AVij = ALVi

It can be seen that the first term of equation (4.57) is similar to the es

power losses, thus by the same argument we can approximate it as,

(V4j + AV1j)
2 V + (2VijAVij,1 + AV ,1) + (2VijAVij, 2 + AVi,2

+ (2VijAVij,k + AVy,k)

Now, let us investigate how the second term can be approximated in

First,

- AVj.
;imation of real

+...

(4.60)

L localized way.

(vi + AV4)(Vj + AVj) = ivij + V1AVj + V3AVi + AViavj

The first three terms do not present any problems to a localized formulatior

viyvJ = vi(AVj,l + Avj,2 + ... + AVj,k)

VjAvi = Vj(Avi,l + Avi,2 + ... + AVi,k)

However, on the fourth term interactions among changes in voltage maý

different changes in injection, prevent us from having a localized formulatic

AVAVj, = (A;,V + A1V, 2 + ... + AVi,k)(AVj,1 + AVj,2 + ... + Al

It is now that we recall the localized response property, to say that

A AVi j 0 AVi,1 AVi,j + AVi,2AVj, 2 + ... + AVi,kAVj,k

since we are assuming that the changes in reactive power injection are occurri

separation for the localized response property to be valid. It is to say the

the change in voltage magnitude in bus 1 due to change in injection at bus I

than the change in voltage magnitude in bus 1 due to change in injection

is "far" from bus 1.

In this way we can summarize the estimation of reactive power losses c

as we can see,

nitudes due to

n.

j,k)

(4.62)

ag with enough

t, for example,

is much larger

ýt bus k, which

ue to a change

(4.61)



in reactive power injection as,

QL ' QL(Vi, Vj)+AQL(AVi,, AVj,1)+AQL(AVi, 2 , Avj,2)+...---+AQL(AV

where QL(Vi, Vi) stands for the nominal operating conditions provided by

the change in reactive power losses throughout the grid created by injectir

network is given by

AQL(AVi,k, AVj,k) Bij[(2Vij Vh,k+ V k) + (ViVi,k+V AVi,k+V
A i~-• A Yij k)"•-(j ( iAy,k" jAY:k•

, AVj,k) (4.63)

the OASIS and

4 AQk into the

kAVj,k)] (4.64)



Chapter 5

Numerical Examples

In this chapter, numerical results on the standard IEEE 39 bus system a

support of theoretical propositions made in this thesis. It is concluded tha

accuracy is achievable.

5.1 Localized Response Property Revisited

The localized response property establishes that the changes in voltage phase

monotonically as the electrical distance from the triggering event increase

recall the tier based enumeration and this property can be written as,

I1A61oo II> I1,A62 11 . > I.A6N@II

where Ilxllo denotes the sup norm of x and AZ6k is the vector of phase ar

tier k. In other words, it states that the maximum change in phase angle

less that the maximum change in phase angle in tier 2.

Let us consider the 39 buses network shown in the figure 5-1, with non

given in tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 (in real world this would be provided by the 02

shows values of node voltages, phase angles and real and reactive powers

demanded at each node. Table 5.2 shows values of real and reactive powe

the network with its respective losses. Line parameters are given as in Tab

Now, assume that there is a change in real power injected at bus 1 of 50

conditions. It is AP1 = 4.15p.u. This will create a change in the phase angle

re described in

t an acceptable

angles decrease

S[12, 11]. Now

(5.1)

gles changes in

in tier 1 is not

linal conditions

6SIS). Table 5.1

generated and

r flows through

le 5.3.

of the nominal

s, A~i as shown



Tier Node Bus Type V 6 Pgen Qgen Pload
1 1 PV 1.02650 8.41892 8.29999 2.04813 0.00000
2 2 PQ 1.02163 1.24098 -0.00001 0.99999 2.83500
3 3 PQ 1.00522 -5.40954 0.00006 -0.00004 1.39000

4 PQ 1.01084 -1.64399 0.00000 0.00000 2.06000
4 5 PQ 1.03432 -4.34744 0.00147 0.00622 2.24000

6 PQ 0.99370 -7.54943 0.00003 -0.00005 2.81000
7 PQ 0.99869 -7.34344 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

5 8 PQ 1.02624 -5.86400 -0.00152 -0.00658 0.00000
9 PV 1.02780 2.55651 5.39991 1.01253 0.00000
10 PQ 1.00342 -6.17106 0.00000 0.00000 3.29400
11 PQ 0.99694 -8.33359 -0.00001 -0.00002 1.58000

6 12 PQ 1.00018 -8.74858 -0.00013 0.00007 3.22000
13 PV 1.04750 -3.39111 2.50004 2.73385 0.00000
14 PQ 1.02677 -8.92140 -0.00003 0.00003 0.00000
15 PQ 1.00972 -6.04671 -0.00001 0.00000 3.08600
16 PQ 1.00799 -3.65616 0.00000 0.00000 2.74000

7 17 PQ 1.03827 -1.44251 0.00001 -0.00008 0.00000
18 PQ 0.98574 -7.49823 -0.00001 0.00000 3.20000
19 PQ 0.97745 -9.71276 -0.00004 0.00001 5.00000
20 PV 1.03000 -10.76364 9.99998 3.65052 11.04000
21 PQ 1.02925 0.73030 0.00000 0.00000 2.47500
22 PQ 1.03510 0.93252 0.00000 -0.00001 0.00000
23 PV 0.99720 3.80171 6.32000 1.85971 0.00000

8 24 PQ 0.98455 -2.89404 -0.00001 0.00001 6.80000
25 PQ 0.98589 -6.71044 0.00001 -0.00001 0.00000
26 PQ 0.98499 -9.55915 0.00000 -0.00001 0.00000
27 PQ 1.00687 -11.14197 -0.00002 0.00000 0.00000
28 PV 1.06350 8.68635 5.60000 1.62360 0.00000
29 PV 1.04930 5.96491 6.50000 3.18047 0.00000

9 30 PV 1.01230 2.31130 5.08000 2.02686 0.00000
31 PQ 0.99587 -4.04835 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000
32 PQ 0.97311 -11.67785 -0.00003 0.00001 5.22000
33 PQ 0.98697 -9.03396 -0.00004 -0.00001 0.00000
34 PQ 1.00128 -2.98922 0.00001 0.00005 0.00000
35 PQ 0.99676 -3.49542 0.00000 0.00002 0.08500

10 36 PQ 0.97446 -11.21005 -0.00001 0.00001 2.33800
37 PQ 0.98758 -8.15208 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
38 SB 0.98200 0.00000 5.78112 2.83664 0.09200

11 39 PV 0.98310 5.13449 6.50000 2.78804 0.00000

Table 5.1: Nominal Node Operating Conditions for IEEE 39 Bus P

Qload
0.00000
1.26900
0.17000
0.27600
0.47200
0.75500
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.32300
0.30000
0.02400
0.00000
0.00000
0.92200
1.15000
0.00000
1.53000
1.84000
2.50000
0.84600
0.00000
0.00000
1.03000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
1.76000
0.00000
0.00000
0.88000
0.84000
0.00000
0.04600
0.00000

Atwork



Tier Line from-to Psend Qsend Prec Qrec P 0oss
I 1 1-2 8.29999 2.04826 -8.24450 -0.96623 0.05549 1

2 2-3 1.92154 0.20362 -1.90115 0.01996 0.02039 0
II 3 2-4 3.48795 0.49362 -3.47130 -0.31409 0.01665 0

4 3-4 -1.40292 0.05438 1.41131 0.03809 0.00839 0
III 5 3-5 -0.67916 -0.83270 0.68281 0.86960 0.00366 0

6 3-6 2.59329 0.58836 -2.58349 -0.48549 0.00980 0
7 6-7 -0.22648 -0.26952 0.22664 0.27169 0.00016 0

IV 8 5-8 2.46142 -0.98916 -2.41537 1.04572 0.04604 0
9 5-9 -5.38277 -0.35052 5.39991 1.01347 0.01715 0
10 7-10 -2.32927 -0.32401 2.33315 0.37336 0.00388 0
11 7-11 2.10263 0.05232 -2.09952 -0.01595 0.00310 0

V 12 8-12 3.55435 1.55136 -3.53579 -1.33572 0.01857 0
13 8-13 -2.50004 -2.50656 2.50004 2.73286 0.00000 0
14 8-14 1.35955 -0.09248 -1.35338 0.16495 0.00617 0
15 11-12 0.51951 -0.28405 -0.51913 0.28874 0.00039 0
16 10-15 -0.42605 -1.04958 0.42643 1.05710 0.00038 0
17 10-16 -3.29176 -0.07227 3.30038 0.21762 0.00861 0

VI 18 10-17 -4.50611 -1.24157 4.54082 1.66467 0.03472 0
19 10-18 2.59677 1.66706 -2.58825 -1.57816 0.00851 0
20 12-19 0.83478 1.02299 -0.83251 -0.98587 0.00227 0
21 14-20 1.35335 -0.16495 -1.35158 0.20902 0.00176 0
22 15-21 -3.51244 -0.13510 3.53910 0.55925 0.02666 0
23 16-22 -6.04038 -1.36763 6.07058 1.89614 0.03020 0
24 21-22 -0.42912 -0.59925 0.42943 0.60417 0.00031 0
25 17-23 -6.28945 -1.23988 6.32000 1.85964 0.03055 0

VII 26 17-24 1.74864 -0.42481 -1.74628 0.47139 0.00236 0
27 18-25 -0.61176 0.04815 0.61245 -0.03974 0.00070 0
28 19-26 -0.23671 -0.56069 0.23702 0.56565 0.00031 0
29 20-27 0.31156 0.94122 -0.31063 -0.91805 0.00093 0
30 19-25 -3.93082 -0.29345 3.94383 0.50324 0.01301 0
31 21-28 -5.58497 -0.80601 5.60000 1.62357 0.01503 0
32 22-29 -6.50000 -2.50031 6.50000 3.18042 0.00000 0
33 24-30 -5.05373 -1.50138 5.08000 2.02684 0.02627 0

VIII 34 25-31 -4.55627 -0.46349 4.57569 0.68144 0.01942 0
35 26-32 3.22622 0.87258 -3.21701 -0.74363 0.00921 0
36 26-33 -3.46324 -0.46803 3.46575 0.50076 0.00252 0
37 27-32 0.31062 0.91805 -0.30849 -0.88442 0.00213 0
38 31-34 -4.36137 -0.80608 4.36930 0.89136 0.00793 0
39 31-35 -0.21432 0.12463 0.21442 -0.12194 0.00010 0
40 34-35 2.13070 0.86148 -2.12860 -0.83882 0.00211 0

IX 41 32-36 -1.69453 -0.13195 1.69575 0.14598 0.00122 0
42 33-37 -1.82133 0.09579 1.82372 -0.06779 0.00239 0
43 33-36 4.04465 1.15305 -4.03375 -0.98599 0.01090 0
44 33-38 -5.68912 3.18174 5.68912 2.79058 0.00000 5
45 35-37 1.82918 0.08076 -1.82372 0.06779 0.00546 0

X 46 34-39 -6.50000 -1.75285 6.50000 2.78800 0.00000 1

Table 5.2: Nominal Line Operating Conditions for IEEE 39 Bus N

loss

8202
2358
7953
9246
3691
0287
0217
5657
6295
4935
3637
1564
2630
7247
0469
0752
4536
2311
8890
3712
)4408
F2415
52851
0492
11976
4658
0841
0496
2316
0979
1756
8011
2546
1795
2895
3273
3363
8529
0270
2265
1403
2800
6706
7232
4855
3515
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Figure 5-1: IEEE 39 Bus Network

Line R X Line R X
1 .0008 .0156 24 .0006 .0096
2 .0057 .0625 25 .0007 .0142
3 .0014 .0151 26 .0007 .0138
4 .0043 .0474 27 .0018 .0217
5 .0032 .0323 28 .0008 .0128
6 .0014 .0147 29 .0010 .0250
7 .0013 .0173 30 .0008 .0129
8 .0070 .0086 31 .0005 .0272
9 .0006 .0232 32 .0000 .0143

10 .0007 .0089 33 .0009 .0180
11 .0007 .0082 34 .0009 .0101
12 .0013 .0151 35 .0008 .0112
13 .0000 .0181 36 .0002 .0026
14 .0035 .0411 37 .0023 .0363
15 .0011 .0133 38 .0004 .0043
16 .0003 .0059 39 .0016 .0435
17 .0008 .0135 40 .0004 .0043
18 .0016 .0195 41 .0004 .0046
19 .0009 .0094 42 .0007 .0082
20 .0013 .0213 43 .0006 .0092
21 .0010 .0250 44 .0000 .0250
22 .0022 .0350 45 .0016 .0435
23 .0008 .0140 46 .0000 .0200

Table 5.3: Line Parameters



in Table 5.4. The change in node angles can be computed using the for

substitution method described in section 3.1 as,

A61 = (B11 - B12B22'21)AP1

A6j = (-BJBj(j_l))/6j_1

for j = 2,..., N where

Bkk = Bkk - Bk(k+l)B(k+l)(k+1)B(k+l)k

for k = 2,..., (N - 1) and BNN = BNN. In Table 5.4 we compare the no.

changes obtained using the forward/backward substitution method to act

puted using load flow simulations.

From these results, it can be seen that the localized response property

the largest change in tier i is always larger than the largest change in tier

i = 1, ..., N, where N is the number of tiers, and that the DC load flow (forv

formulation used to compute phase angle changes is very accurate. Note th

ducing a fairly large change in real power injection (50% of the nominal valu(

phase angles are actually larger than the nominal values, and still we can si

with high accuracy using the forward/backward method.

5.2 Numerical Accuracy of the Proposed Metho

mating Real Power Losses

For estimating real power losses at the bus where the input change occurs, an,

from other system input changes, the localized spread of phase angles away

change is not sufficient. Since the transmssion loss is a function fo phase a:

ASij, it is important that they also become smaller away from the systel

causing them. The changes in A6ij are easily computed from A6 as A6ij

convenient to show these values, so that it can be seen that our assumptioi

differences decrease away from the node where the change in injection (

(Recall our argument analogous to the current dividers of circuit theory [5]

xard/backward

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

lal phase

ial values

angle

com-

holds, i.e., that

(i + 1), for all

7ard/backward)

at we are intro-

,) and change in

;ill be predicted

d for Esti-

I independently

from the input

ngle differences,

n input change

= MA6. It is

i that the angle

)ccured is valid

). It was shown



Tier Node A6(DC) A6(LF)
1 1 27.6875 27.6519
2 2 23.9684 23.8180
3 3 16.4761 15.9800

4 22.1578 21.8902
4 5 13.1835 12.6063

6 14.4465 13.9557
7 12.0659 11.7235

5 8 11.7401 11.5103
9 13.1835 12.6315

10 11.3496 11.0688
11 11.5965 11.2805

6 12 10.8355 10.5932
13 11.7401 11.5375
14 10.0230 9.8274
15 11.3496 11.0686
16 11.3496 11.0930

7 17 11.3496 11.0944
18 10.5907 10.3487
19 8.3490 8.2246
20 8.9844 8.8551
21 11.3496 11.1210
22 11.3496 11.1220
23 11.3496 11.1009

8 24 11.3496 11.0848
25 8.8428 8.7215
26 6.3645 6.3557
27 7.9458 7.8979
28 11.3496 11.1409
29 11.3496 11.1359

9 30 11.3496 11.0884
31 8.4166 8.3450
32 6.4341 6.4206
33 5.9444 5.9654
34 8.2652 8.2122
35 8.1138 8.0687

10 36 6.2705 6.2642
37 6.2902 6.2996

11 39 8.2652 8.2499

Table 5.4: Changes in Node Angles



earlier that the changes in real power losses can be estimated locally for a

power injection at node 1 as,

APL(Abij,) 0- Gij(26ijA6ij,1 + Ab,i1)

These results are shown on Table 5.5.

From the results shown in Table 5.5, we can conclude two things: first, th

of the localized method for computing real power transmission losses is hil

that losses are, to certain extent, localized. These two conclusions help us pi

of our assumptions.

It is important to recognize that for a single power input change aroun

ditions, both power imbalance and the transmission loss is compensated f(

slack bus. This should be kept in mind since in the actual operation of a po

function is distributed among several buses. The implications of theis mo(

cost for transmission loss in a deregulated industry should be carefully trea

5.3 Real Power Losses Caused by Bilateral Tran

Consider next a scenario of a bilateral transaction in a deregulated electric ]

instead of a single bus change in system input. A bilateral transaction repre:

neous increase of system input of X MW at location i, and decrease of X 1'

j. Bus i is referred to as a supplier, and bus j as a buyer in the primary s

market. It is particularly important to develop means of effective loss est

these transactions since their impact on the system-wide operation is unbu

profit-driven power trade. This is unlike a simple injection scenario in whi

effects are managed in a bundled way with the power imbalances caused

profit-driven changes in system input.

A premise in this thesis is that the bilateral market participants could e

their impact on the system and have a choice to compensate for them by I

original trades slightly. The following numerical setup illustrates typical a

approach.

Let us consider a change in demand at node 36 of AP 36 = -4.15p.u. No

sign, implying an increase in demand. The same way as before, we comp

change in real

(5.5)

at the accuracy

;h, and second,

)ve the validity

i nominal con-

r solely by the

ver system this

eling factor on

;ed.

3actions

)ower industry,

ents a simulta-
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mate cause by

nbled from the

:h system-wide

by intentional,

stimate locally
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:curacy of this

:e the negative

ate changes in



Tier Line 6ij Adij,l APL(A6ij,1) APL(LF)
I 1 7.1779 3.7191 0.0671 0.0742

2 6.6505 7.4924 0.0687 0.0702
II 3 2.8850 1.8107 0.0255 0.0270

4 -3.7656 -5.6817 0.0434 0.0437
III 5 -1.0621 3.2926 0.0036 0.0084

6 2.1399 2.0296 0.0250 0.0230
7 -0.2060 2.3805 0.0062 0.0058

IV 8 1.5166 1.4433 0.1120 0.0896
9 -6.9039 0 0 0.0003

10 -1.1724 0.7164 -0.0031 -0.0024
11 0.9902 0.4694 0.0036 0.0032

V 12 2.8846 0.9047 0.0104 0.0104
13 -2.4729 0.0000 0 0
14 3.0574 1.7171 0.0084 0.0085
15 0.4150 0.7610 0.0023 0.0019
16 -0.1243 0 0 0.0001
17 -2.5149 0 0 0.0002

VI 18 -4.7285 0 0 0.0015
19 1.3272 0.7589 0.0080 0.0072
20 0.9642 2.4865 0.0095 0.0080
21 1.8422 1.0386 0.0024 0.0024
22 -6.7770 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004
23 -4.5887 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007
24 -0.2022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
25 -5.2442 0 0 0.0005

VII 26 1.4515 0 0 0.0001
27 -0.7878 1.7479 0.0003 0.0001
28 -0.1536 1.9845 0.0049 0.0044
29 0.3783 1.0386 0.0009 0.0009
30 -3.0023 -0.4938 0.0047 0.0044
31 -7.9560 0 0 0.0002
32 -5.0324 0.0000 0 0
33 -5.2053 0 0 0.0003

VIII 34 -2.6621 0.4262 -0.0056 -0.0048
35 2.1187 -0.0696 -0.0006 -0.0006
36 -0.5252 0.4201 -0.0024 -0.0022
37 0.5359 1.5117 0.0021 0.0022
38 -1.0591 0.1514 -0.0019 -0.0016
39 -0.5529 0.3028 -0.0001 -0.0001
40 0.5062 0.1514 0.0012 0.0011

IX 41 -0.4678 0.1636 -0.0007 -0.0007
42 -0.8819 -0.3458 0.0023 0.0021
43 2.1761 -0.3261 -0.0028 -0.0026
44 -9.0340 5.9444 0 0
45 4.6567 1.8236 0.0052 0.0048

X 46 -8.1237 0 0 0
Total - - - .4006 .3929

Table 5.5: Changes in Losses Due to a Change in Injection at Nc de 1



nodal phase angles using the forward/backward substitution method. It

note here, that the enumeration for this computation will change. Recall thl

enumeration, and in this case bus 36 will be bus 1, and busses directly cc

36, will form the second tier, and so on. To make it easier to understan

the same enumeration throughout all our examples, except where we exp

the contrary. With the changes in node angles known, we can compute ci

differences throughout the network and similarly to the first case, change

losses due to a change in demand at node 36. In Table 5.6, we show the lin

of changes in angle differences due to changes in power at node 1 and 36, AL

together with changes in real power losses, APL,1 and APL,36

From these results, it can be observed how accurate the method is for

power losses locally, that is how real power transmission losses can be esti

only the change in power injection at a given node and nominal or base ca

the network. It is important to note (from Table 5.6) that in lines where

angle difference and power losses due to the change in power at node 1 are s

close to node 1), the changes in angle difference and power losses due to the (

at node 36 are small (far from node 36), and vice versa. It can be seen h(

can be used even for computing real power transmission losses of a bilate

provided that the two busses involved in it are separate "enough" for our

be valid.

More work is needed to develop notions of electrical distances below wl

of transmssion loss is such that all injections should compensate for transn

formly. In other words, because of very close electrical distances among these

the interaction component is so large relative to the component caused by ii

actions that for all practical purposes these must be treated as one transacti

is needed to develop knowledge of a minimum electrical distance below whi

In the context of the 39 bus system, the following scenario illustrate suc

introduce a change in real power demand at node 4, instead of node 36, of A

It can be seen from Figure 5-1 that both nodes are close together, so it co

that our approximation will be poor, due to the fact that the interactions wi

and can not be neglected. This is documented on table 5.7. It can be seen tl

interaction component is dominant, losses are very inaccurate.

s important to

tier-based bus

nnected to bus

1, we will keep

.icitly establish

Langes in angle

in real power

a by line values

ij,1 and A 6 ij,36,

estimating real

nated knowing

;e conditions of

the changes in

gnificant (lines

hange in power

w this method

ral transaction

assumptions to

.ich the impact

ission loss uni-

system inputs,

dividual trans-

on. More work

:h this is true.

h need. Let us

P4 = -4.15p.u.

in be expected

.1 be significant
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L(Ik=1,36 APL(Aij,k)Line A ij,1

3.7191
7.4924
1.8107

-5.6817
3.2926
2.0296
2.3805
1.4433

0
0.7164
0.4694
0.9047
0.0000
1.7171
0.7610

0
0
0

0.7589
2.4865
1.0386
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0
0

1.7479
1.9845
1.0386
-0.4938

0
0.0000

0
0.4262
-0.0696
0.4201
1.5117
0.1514
0.3028
0.1514
0.1636
-0.3458
-0.3261
5.9444
1.8236

0

Table 5.6: Changes in Losses Due to Changes in Injection at Nodes

0.0671
0.0687
0.0255
0.0434
0.0036
0.0250
0.0062
0.1120

0
-0.0031
0.0036
0.0104

0
0.0084
0.0023

0
0
0

0.0080
0.0095
0.0024
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0
0

0.0003
0.0049
0.0009
0.0047

0
0
0

-0.0056
-0.0006
-0.0024
0.0021
-0.0019
-0.0001
0.0012
-0.0007
0.0023
-0.0028

0
0.0052

0

APL (AS ij,I)

0.4006

Abij,36

0
0
0
0

0.0343
-0.0156
-0.0183
0.0150
0.0000
-0.0166
0.0066
-0.0659

0
0.2228
0.0107
0.0000
0.0000

0
-0.0176
-0.0754
0.1348
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0405
-0.0288
0.1348
-0.0167

0
0.0000

0
-0.0320
0.8586
-0.2053
0.1962
-0.0114
-0.0227
-0.0114
0.3785
0.0259
1.4424
-5.9444
-0.1368

0-o

0
0
0
0

-0.0001
-0.0001
0.0000
0.0008
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
-0.0006

0
0.0009
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0
-0.0001
-0.0001
0.0003
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0001
0.0001

0
0
0

0.0005
0.0085
0.0023
0.0001
0.0002
0.0000
-0.0001
-0.0012
-0.0001
0.0180

0
-0.0003

0
0.0290

0.0671
0.0687
0.0255
0.0434
0.0035
0.0249
0.0062
0.1128
0.0000
-0.0030
0.0037
0.0098

0
0.0093
0.0023
0.0000
0.0000

0
0.0078
0.0094
0.0026
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
0.0049
0.0010
0.0048

0
0
0

-0.0051
0.0079
-0.0001
0.0022

-0.0018
-0.0001
0.0011

-0.0019
0.0022
0.0151

0
0.0049

0
0.4254

1 and 36

Total

0.0743
0.0704
0.0271
0.0438
0.0087
0.0227
0.0056
0.0904
0.0003
-0.0023
0.0033
0.0100

0
0.0101
0.0019
0.0001
0.0002
0.0019
0.0073
0.0079
0.0029
0.0006
0.0009
0.0000
0.0006
0.0001
0.0000
0.0039
0.0015
0.0049
0.0002

0
0.0004
-0.0041
0.0082
-0.0013
0.0036
-0.0014
-0.0001
0.0011
-0.0012
0.0019
0.0146

0
0.0044

0
0.4296

APL (A~bij,36) I ,PL (LF)



Lk=1,4 APL (Aij,k)Line Abij, 1

3.7191
7.4924
1.8107

-5.6817
3.2926
2.0296
2.3805
1.4433

0
0.7164
0.4694
0.9047
0.0000
1.7171
0.7610

0
0
0

0.7589
2.4865
1.0386
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0
0

1.7479
1.9845
1.0386

-0.4938
0

0.0000
0

0.4262
-0.0696
0.4201
1.5117
0.1514
0.3028
0.1514
0.1636
-0.3458
-0.3261
5.9444
1.8236

0

Table 5.7: Changes in Losses Due to Changes in Injection at Nodes

APL(Abijl)

0.0671
0.0687
0.0255
0.0434
0.0036
0.0250
0.0062
0.1120

0
-0.0031
0.0036
0.0104

0
0.0084
0.0023

0
0
0

0.0080
0.0095
0.0024
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0
0

0.0003
0.0049
0.0009
0.0047

0
0
0

-0.0056
-0.0006
-0.0024
0.0021

-0.0019
-0.0001
0.0012
-0.0007
0.0023
-0.0028

0
0.0052

0

0
-5.6817
1.3731
7.0548
-3.2926
-2.0296
-2.3805
-1.4433
0.0000
-0.7164
-0.4694
-0.9047

0
-1.7171
-0.7610

0
0.0000
0.0000
-0.7589
-2.4865
-1.0386
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-1.7479
-1.9845
-1.0386
0.4938

0
0.0000

0
-0.4262
0.0696
-0.4201
-1.5117
-0.1514
-0.3028
-0.1514
-0.1636
0.3458
0.3261
-5.9444
-1.8236

0
0.4006

0
-0.0191
0.0182
-0.0019
0.0165
-0.0089
0.0087
-0.0398
0.0000
0.0059
-0.0022
-0.0076

0
-0.0047
-0.0001

0
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0044
0.0012
-0.0013
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0067
0.0067
0.0001
-0.0040

0
0
0

0.0065
0.0006
0.0055
0.0004
0.0022
0.0001
-0.0009
0.0010
-0.0015
0.0033

0
-0.0035

0

0.0671
0.0496
0.0436
0.0415
0.0201
0.0161
0.0149
0.0723
0.0000
0.0027
0.0014
0.0028

0
0.0037
0.0022

0
0.0000
0.0000
0.0035
0.0108
0.0010
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0071
0.0117
0.0010
0.0007

0
0
0

0.0010
0.0000
0.0032
0.0024
0.0003
0.0000
0.0003
0.0003
0.0008
0.0005

0
0.0017

0
-0.0163

0.0725
0.0116
0.0547
-0.0051
0.0017
-0.0006
0.0003
-0.0003
0.0002
0.0003
-0.0001
-0.0002

0
-0.0002
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
-0.0002
-0.0002
0.0000
0.0001
0.0002

0
0.0001
0.0000
0.0001
0.0001
0.0000
-0.0001
0.0000

0
0.0001
0.0003
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0001

0
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0001
0.0001

0
-0.0001

0
0.1358

1 and 4

Total 0.3843

A6ij,4 APL (Aij,4) I ýPL (LF)

- I
0.3843



Note that changes in real power transmission losses due to changes in inj

1 and 4 are significant in the same lines, meaning this, that there is a str

between both changes in injections, making our assumptions invalid. This I

transactions can be approximated if the changes in injection is small cc

nominal conditions. Remember that in our example the change in injectio

nominal conditions. Further explanations and simulations of this case are n

thesis, because that would be a complete different problem that does not I

our premise that losses can be estimated in a localized way. The probler

effects of many electrically close yet small input changes is not the topic of t

is the problem related to the operating/pricing principles for distributed

may emerge as relevant in the near future.

5.4 Numerical Accuracy of the Proposed Metho

mating Reactive Power Losses

In this section we present an example on how reactive power losses cause,

mission grid, excluding shunt losses can be computed on a localized way.

the same IEEE 39 busses network to show our results. However there is a

on the nominal conditions on the system. In order to compute changes in

magnitudes due to changes in reactive power injections using the Q - V fl

non-linear resistive network with independent sources given in equation (4.

have to define voltages at all PV busses as regulated to 1 p.ul. This will

rid of all the lines and colums of the matrix HQ when we use the transform

Vi = exi

since for these PV buses, xi will be zero and we can take them as a referel

Not only the nominal voltage will be 1 p.u., but it is also regulated, mear

will not be any change in its magnitude. This implies that there will not be

xi consequently, making our formulation valid not only for the nominal ca

the estimation of changes in node voltage magnitudes. The nominal conditic

'This is not essential but it is done here for simplicity

ection at nodes

ong interaction

:ind of bilateral

mpared to the

n is 50% of the

ot given in this

iave to do with

n of estimating

his thesis. This

generation that

I for Esti-

I on the trans-

Again we use

small variation

1 nodal voltage

)rmulation of a

26) [12, 13], we

allow us to get

ation,

(5.6)

ice for voltage.

ing, that there

any changes in

3e, but also for

ns for this case



6Node

Table 5.8: Nominal Node Operating Conditions for the Q - V Pri

are given in Tables 5.8 and 5.9.

,blem

As in the estimation of real power transmission losses, let us introduce n

50% at bus 2 of the amount AQ2 = .6345p.u. Note the positive sign, in o:

consistent with the earlier.

This formulation already accounts for the sign, since we are assuming that cl

occur at PQ busses. With this formulation we compute changes in x at eve

correspond to changes in node voltages with the following relationship,

Avi = VAxi

ýxt a change of

der to make it

(5.7)

anges can only

ry node, which

(5.8)

V P9en Qgen Pload Qload
1.00000
0.96551
0.94275
0.95258
0.97426
0.92819
0.93100
0.96361
1.00000
0.93379
0.93007
0.93514
1.00000
0.98417
0.93987
0.93572
0.96917
0.91703
0.91280
1.00000
0.95800
0.96256
1.00000
0.96945
0.92250
0.92161
0.96439
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
0.93645
0.91248
0.92583
0.94310
0.93706
0.91340
0.92753
1.00000
1.00000

10.10225
2.50690
-4.95302
-0.72291
-3.78188
-7.35888
-7.08144
-5.40700
3.55935
-5.71570
-8.21395
-8.67977
-2.71541
-8.94619
-5.57025
-2.80293
-0.26335
-7.24756
-9.74550
-10.97680
2.27200
2.51556
4.96071
-1.73820
-6.33569
-9.51997
-11.37768
11.36363
8.05700
3.58456
-3.32899
-11.94044
-8.92328
-2.13965
-2.70535
-11.40442
-7.92932
0.00000
5.78341

8.29999
-0.00001
0.00007
0.00000
0.00271
0.00004
0.00000
-0.00280
5.39992
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00012
2.50004
-0.00002
0.00001
0.00000
-0.00001
0.00002
0.00002
9.99998
-0.00001
-0.00002
6.32000
0.00000
-0.00002
-0.00001
-0.00003
5.59999
6.49999
5.08000
-0.00001
0.00003
0.00002
-0.00003
-0.00001
0.00001
-0.00001
5.83626
6.49998

2.32815
1.00000
-0.00005
0.00000
0.00507
-0.00004
0.00001
-0.00542
1.31311
0.00003
-0.00001
0.00009
2.07025
0.00005
0.00001
0.00004
0.00000
0.00004
0.00009
4.62494
0.00003
0.00001
2.14283
0.00001
0.00003
-0.00001
0.00000
1.88346
2.93291
1.67551
0.00001
0.00008
-0.00005
0.00000
0.00005
0.00003
0.00001
3.46119
3.29520

0.00000
2.83500
1.39000
2.06000
2.24000
2.81000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
3.29400
1.58000
3.22000
0.00000
0.00000
3.08600
2.74000
0.00000
3.20000
5.00000
11.04000
2.47500
0.00000
0.00000
6.80000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
5.22000
0.00000
0.00000
0.08500
2.33800
0.00000
0.09200
0.00000

0.00000
1.26900
0.17000
0.27600
0.47200
0.75500
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.32300
0.30000
0.02400
0.00000
0.00000
-0.92200
1.15000
0.00000
1.53000
1.84000
2.50000
0.84600
0.00000
0.00000
1.03000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
1.76000
0.00000
0.00000
0.88000
0.84000
0.00000
0.04600
0.00000



Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

from-to
1-2
2-3
2-4
3-4
3-5
3-6
6-7
5-8
5-9

7-10
7-11
8-12
8-13
8-14
11-12
10-15
10-16
10-17
10-18
12-19
14-20
15-21
16-22
21-22
17-23
17-24
18-25
19-26
20-27
19-25
21-28
22-29
24-30
25-31
26-32
26-33
27-32
31-34
31-35
34-35
32-36
33-37
33-36
33-38
35-37
34-39

Psend

8.3000
1.9182
3.4873
-1.3990
-0.6652
2.5695
-0.2517
2.4747
-5.3814
-2.3345
2.0827
3.5454
-2.5000
1.3771
0.4991
-0.4254
-3.2804
-4.5013
2.5742
0.8027
1.3688
-3.5118
-6.0303
-0.4350
-6.2888
1.7480
-0.6348
-0.2968
0.3264
-3.9028
-5.5825
-6.5000
-5.0542
-4.5532
3.2131
-3.5104
0.3243
-4.3561
-0.2197
2.1348
-1.6975
-1.8185
4.0491
-5.7443
1.8273
-6.5000

Qsend

2.3042
0.2959
0.5987
-0.0166
-0.8477
0.7407
-0.1313
-0.7639
-0.5915
-0.0804
-0.0516
1.6058

-1.8765
-0.5545
-0.3937
-0.9402
0.1446
-1.1082
1.4504
0.9386
-0.6528
-0.0232
-1.1658
-0.4270
-1.5031
-0.0858
-0.1735
-0.6092
1.4123
-0.3278
-0.9211
-2.1953
-1.1543
-0.7491
0.5880
-1.2079
1.3597
-0.9985
-0.0039
1.1361
-0.0270
-0.0209
1.0717

-2.2707
0.2199
-2.2117

Prec
-8.2405
-1.8952
-3.4685
1.4085
0.6694
-2.5582
0.2519
-2.4253
5.3999
2.3389
-2.0791
-3.5242
2.5000
-1.3688
-0.4986
0.4258
3.2903
4.5408
-2.5652
-0.8004
-1.3664
3.5425
6.0648
0.4352
6.3200
-1.7457
0.6357
0.2973
-0.3243
3.9175
5.6000
6.5000
5.0800
4.5758
-3.2031
3.5136
-0.3194
4.3652
0.2198
-2.1322
1.6989
1.8212
-4.0369
5.7443

-1.8212
6.5000

Qrec

-1.1551
-0.0454
-0.3962
0.1207
0.8899
-0.6225
0.1329
0.8246
1.3022
0.1364
0.0927
-1.3597
2.0669
0.6519
0.3999
0.9474
0.0221
1.5870
-1.3563
-0.9014
0.7122
0.5073
1.7667
0.4309
2.1329
0.1308
0.1847
0.6163
-1.3597
0.5648
1.8587
2.9191
1.6672
1.0015
-0.4475
1.2501
-1.2834
1.0964
0.0063
-1.1078
0.0429
0.0526
-0.8836
3.3737
-0.0527
3.2637

P10o8
0.0595
0.0231
0.0188
0.0095
0.0042
0.0113
0.0001
0.0495
0.0185
0.0044
0.0035
0.0212

0
0.0083
0.0005
0.0004
0.0099
0.0395
0.0090
0.0023
0.0024
0.0307
0.0345
0.0002
0.0312
0.0023
0.0009
0.0004
0.0021
0.0147
0.0175

0
0.0257
0.0225
0.0100
0.0032
0.0048
0.0091
0.0001
0.0026
0.0014
0.0027
0.0123

0
0.0062

0

Qloss
1.1491
0.2506
0.2025
0.1041
0.0422
0.1182
0.0016
0.0607
0.7107
0.0560
0.0411
0.2461
0.1904
0.0974
0.0062
0.0072
0.1667
0.4787
0.0941
0.0372
0.0593
0.4841
0.6008
0.0039
0.6298
0.0450
0.0112
0.0071
0.0525
0.2371
0.9376
0.7238
0.5128
0.2524
0.1406
0.0422
0.0763
0.0979
0.0024
0.0283
0.0159
0.0316
0.1882
1.1030
0.1671
1.0520

Table 5.9: Nominal Line Operating Conditions for the Q - V Pro

---

blem



Table 5.10: Changes in Nodal Voltage Magnitudes

The results of the forward/backward substitution method for our exam

Table 5.10. From these results we can see high accuracy of the methol

locally changes in voltage magnitudes. It is important to note that these cl

magnitude are also localized, as was expected from the localized respons(

our assumptions, neglecting PV busses.

The next step, then, is to compute changes in reactive power losses in e

our formulation given in equation (4.64). This relationship is given by,

AQL(AVi,k, AVj,k) Bij[(2VijAVzj,k AVk) + 6? (ViAVj,k + Vj AVi,k + A

ple are given in

I for computing

Langes in voltage

property under

Ich line by using

Vi,kAVj,k)] (5.9)

Tier Node Bus Type V Ax AV(F/B) AV(LF)

1 1 PV 1.0000 0 0 0

2 2 PQ 0.9655 -0.0078 -0.0075 -0.0083

3 3 PQ 0.9427 -0.0038 -0.0031 -0.0037
4 PQ 0.9526 -0.0068 -0.0064 -0.0073

4 5 PQ 0.9743 -0.0010 -0.0009 -0.0010

6 PQ 0.9282 -0.0023 -0.0021 -0.0026

7 PQ 0.9310 -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0012

5 8 PQ 0.9636 -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0007

9 PV 1.0000 0 0 0

10 PQ 0.9338 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0007

11 PQ 0.9301 -0.0009 -0.0008 -0.0011

6 12 PQ 0.9351 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0008
13 PV 1.0000 0 0 0

14 PQ 0.9842 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0002

15 PQ 0.9399 -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0007
16 PQ 0.9357 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0005

7 17 PQ 0.9692 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0002
18 PQ 0.9170 -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0006
19 PQ 0.9128 -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0005
20 PV 1.0000 0 0 0
21 PQ 0.9580 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003

22 PQ 0.9626 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
23 PV 1.0000 0 0 0

8 24 PQ 0.9695 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
25 PQ 0.9225 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0004
26 PQ 0.9216 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
27 PQ 0.9644 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001

28 PV 1.0000 0 0 0
29 PV 1.0000 0 0 0

9 30 PV 1.0000 0 0 0
31 PQ 0.9365 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
32 PQ 0.9125 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
33 PQ 0.9258 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003

34 PQ 0.9431 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
35 PQ 0.9371 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003

10 36 PQ 0.9134 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
37 PQ 0.9275 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003
38 SB 1.0000 0 0 0

11 39 PV 1.0000 0 0 0



Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Total

Table 5.11: Reactive Losses Changes Due to Change in Injection at

Vij
0.0345
0.0228
0.0129
-0.0098
-0.0315
0.0146
-0.0028
0.0106
-0.0257
-0.0028
0.0009
0.0285
-0.0364
-0.0206
-0.0051
-0.0061
-0.0019
-0.0354
0.0168
0.0223
-0.0158
-0.0181
-0.0268
-0.0046
-0.0308
-0.0003
-0.0055
-0.0088
0.0356
-0.0097
-0.0420
-0.0374
-0.0305
-0.0140
0.0091
-0.0042
0.0519
-0.0067
-0.0006
0.0060
-0.0009
-0.0017
0.0124
-0.0742
0.0095
-0.0569

AVij,2
0.0075
-0.0044
-0.0011
0.0033
-0.0022
-0.0010
-0.0011
-0.0004
-0.0009
-0.0004
-0.0001
0.0001
-0.0005
-0.0003
-0.0002
0.0000
-0.0002
-0.0004
-0.0001
-0.0003
-0.0002
-0.0003
-0.0002
0.0000
-0.0002
-0.0001
-0.0002
-0.0001
0.0001
0.0000
-0.0002
-0.0002
-0.0001
-0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0002
0.0000
-0.0002

AQL(AVi,2, AVj, 2)
0.0280
-0.0055
-0.0046
-0.0021
0.0043
-0.0025
0.0004
-0.0007
0.0014
0.0002
-0.0001
0.0001
0.0020
0.0002
0.0002
0.0001
-0.0001
0.0010
-0.0004
-0.0006
0.0002
-0.0001
0.0003
0.0000
-0.0007
0.0000
0.0001
0.0002
0.0002
-0.0001
0.0005
0.0009
0.0003
0.0001
-0.0001
0.0000
0.0003
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0001
0.0009
-0.0001
0.0009
0.0266

AQ1 oss(LF)
0.0316
-0.0060
-0.0048
-0.0024
0.0053
-0.0028
0.0005
-0.0006
0.0016
0.0002
-0.0001
0.0001
0.0027
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
-0.0002
0.0013
-0.0003
-0.0007
0.0003
-0.0001
0.0004
0.0000
0.0009
0.0000
0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
-0.0002
0.0006
0.0012
0.0004
0.0001
-0.0001
0.0000
0.0005
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0001
0.0014
-0.0001
0.0012
0.0334

Node 2



Chapter 6

Implications on Pricing for

Transmission Losses in a

Changing Industry

The theoretical and numerical results developed in the previous chapte

are motivated by the recognition that the quest for entirely exact reco

interconnected operations services in a changing industry forms a very co:

It is possibly unrealistic to attempt this task prior to evaluating tradeoff 1

borne by the need for additional real-time monitoring of individual mar

the inaccuracies in pricing for these services in some approximate ways th,

extensive technical developments.

Typical power systems are highly non-linear, high order systems. I

non-linear character it is hard to separate effects of individual market p]

changes independently from other market players. At least in concept, eve

on everything else, and this makes pricing for system-wide support in

primary supply/demand market activities a problem uniquely different th

in many other industries.

Expressed in a different way, this implies that incremental calculatic

market players do not sum up to the system-wide effects of all market pl

the system. This, in turn, implies that the order in which economic transa

also makes a difference.
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It is this complexity that has led FERC to recently propose approl

ancillary services. The pro forma tarrifs are of this type and are based on pr,

of average costs associated with the ancillary services in the regulated indi

In this thesis an attempt is made to re-visit one particular ancillary s(

pensation of transmission losses. The question is asked if, based on cert

characteristics of electric power networks, one could develop an approxima

nique for estimating transmission losses caused in the grid by each individuE

and independently from the others.

The results indicate that this actually is possible since most of the larI

networks show a localized response to a system input change; an increment,

power input of APi into node i leads to the largest changes in voltage pha:

nodes directly connected to the location where the change takes place, and

tier-wise manner away from bus i. Similar property is shown to hold in ter

of a reactive power input increment AQi at bus i on changes in nodal volt-

The localized response property is used in this thesis to develop a fo

substitution algorithm for computing changes in voltage angles caused by tl

i who is injecting power APi. Only knowledge of transmission grid paramel

reactances is assumed.

However, since the real power losses are a function of voltage phase

(and not the actual angles), for transmission losses to be somewhat loca

bus i where the power input is made, one must ask the question concerninj

response of phase angle differences. It is demonstrated in this thesis that ro

networks, such as typical EHV transmission networks effectively act as a pc

as one goes away from the location of the power injected. A highly meshec

has the characteristic that changes in phase angle differences further away

of power injection decrease in magnitude.

It is shown next how the real power losses caused by several market

several injections into the power grid could be approximated by each in

player, independently of the others.

1More caution is needed in the reactive power case, by modeling shunt devices as
power sources, which can always be managed locally. Only the effect of reactive powel
power propagation throughout the grid shows the localized response property.
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Only the knowledge of the system-wide nominal voltages and networl

assumed. In the context of present deregulation debate in the United States

is expected to be made available in real time [19].

The estimates of transmission losses made by each individual market

used by themselves to inject power (APi + AP108o,i) into the system, and , e

out power loss created on the entire network.

This, further, implies that the market players who make an option to

transmission losses themselves would not be obliged to pay for the transmissi

service.

This concept is simple to implement and attractive since it gives a cor

to the market players to compensate for their effects on the system.

It is also important to note that this solution avoids the assymetry caused

of a slack bus when compensating for transmission losses. The losses are c

in a distributed way, rather than by the slack bus.

A word of caution is needed here, particularly as related to the real power

if the market players are not sufficiently far apart from each other, measi

electrical distances, the interaction effects could become significant. Further

to quantify a relation between the electrical distance between two buses and

in estimating real power losses in the manner proposed in this thesis. TI

lead to certain guidelines as to which market players must be viewed as a sir

pricing for ancillary services.

The issue is less pronounced when compensating for reactive power loss

power losses are a function of actual nodal voltages, and not their difference

response property guarantees tier-wise decrease in the voltage magnitude ch,

the reactive power input causing them.

The method suggested in this thesis implies that individual market plal

for the reactive power losses created themselves by injecting additional

This is qualitatively different than having to design tarrifs for reactive po,

is fortunate, since the economic value of anything related to reactive powe

somewhat elusive and hard to justify2.

parameters is
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2Recall that only heat curves for generators are in terms of real power generated, and not reactive.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis is concerned with what may appear to be a well-understood

researched topic in the electric power engineering. The basic problem is the c

how much power is lost in transferring across an electric power network,

injected into particular nodes of the network that represent points of pc

taken out at other nodes, that represent points of power consumption.

The main reasons for re-visiting the topic of transmission losses at tl

least threefold:

1. Increased tendency for economic transfers that go beyond the transfe:

transmission loss is relatively small.

2. Question of compensation for transmission losses in a deregulated/co:

industry.

3. Question concerning possible compensation of transmission losses at tU

i.e., at the level of their cause.

The question posed in this thesis was if the localized response of sys

input changes could be used to

1. Locally estimate transmission losses caused by an end user, keeping ii

ity of real-time information networks required by FERC [17, 19].

2. Compensate for these losses by injecting the power corresponding tb

transmission loss, and not be dependent on the cost for this service di

one else.
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In Chapter 2, the basic governing equations of electric power networks

i.e., the load flow equations were briefly reviewed. These equations define

real and reactive power inputs into the network, by stating that the power i

system at each node must equal the power transferred by the network. Next

assumption under which real power load flow equations are separable fr<

power load flow equations was defined and conditions under which this assi

were stated. It was recalled that under the real/reactive power decoupling

real power load flow problem can be interpreted as a problem of a DC no

network. Similarly, it was reviewed how is the decoupled reactive power/'

interpreted as a problem of a DC nonlinear resistive network.

A localized response property, essential for the methods described in

stated next for the decoupled nonlinear real power load flow problem. This

consequence of interpreting the problem as a nonlinear resistive network witl

resistors, that is known to have the localized response property. Loosel:

localized response property in the context of the decoupled real power loE

means that the largest voltage phase angle change at the nodes directly cl

location i, at which an increment in real power AP1 takes place, is never s

largest voltage phase angle change at nodes one tier away from bus i, and :

This property is not sufficient, however, for the changes in phase angle d

the transmission lines to have the same property, i.e. to be decreasing away

of their change. For this to hold true, it is sufficient to have a relatively mes

seen from the location i; starting with a relatively small number of lines dii

to the location i, the number of lines across the cutsets away from the loca

It is intuitively clear that for a transmission network whose reactances a

changes in real power line flows decrease in proportion to the increase of

across the cutsets away from node i.

This qualitative property is important for the real power loss estimatio

posed in this thesis. To introduce the problem of transmission losses bal

transmission loss calculation in power networks were briefly reviewed. Prest

art was briefly reviewed for computing transmission losses.

Next, in Chapter 3 a closed form formula for computing voltage phasi

created by the end user located at bus i was introduced. This formula only

n steady-state,
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edge of the power increase APi at the location i and the network paramet

system. The algorithm is based on the linearized, decoupled real power loat

Numerical methods similar in concept could be derived without making 1

assumption. The results of this algorithm, combined with the updated

phase angles of the entire network were used as the starting information fo

power transmission loss created by the end user at bus i when injecting APi

First, a formula for computing real power losses was described that reflect,

of nodal power increments in the interconnected system. This formula ca:

each end user independently from the others. It was next proposed that for

power networks the line flow changes APij decrease in absolute value away f

where power is injected into the system. Given this property, it is possit

the voltage phase angle differences across the transmission lines also decrea

with the line reactances. This further leads to the conjecture that the effect

changes resulting from economic transactions are separable to a significar

the transactions are very close electrically. This conjecture was formally d,

In Chapter 4, the problem of estimating reactive power losses in an interl

network was studied. First, the decoupled reactive power-voltage (QV) loa

were briefly reviewed. These form the governing equations of direct int(

state of-the-art results concerned with a non-linear network interpretation

flow problem were summarized. It was concluded that such an interpreta

However, the resulting non-linear network, because of the presence of shu

a primarily inductive network, is analogous to a non-linear DC resistive

of whose resistors are monotonically increasing. A qualitative implication

is that it is not possible to state unconditionally that a change in reactive

AQi into bus i leads to uniform decrease in voltage changes AVi [13]. j

proven when the shunt capacitors are not present.

This obstacle could be overcome in the context of the functions of a

competitive environment by decomposing the problem of reactive power lo:

into

1. The shunt reactive power loss component, measurable directly in tern

factor compensation.
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2. The reactive power losses created in the planar transmission grid th,

all nodes.

An underlying modeling assumption here is that the reactive power

nodes are represented as ideal reactive power injections into the grid'. TI

power injection could be thought of as consisting of the portion flowing from

ground, and the portion flowing into the planar transmission network. It wa

that the shunt reactive losses be directly estimated and compensated by eac

is trivial to do. The method proposed in this thesis introduced an approach

second component. It was proven in this thesis that the voltage changes Alt

reactive power injection into the planar portion at node i of the grid decrease

from this location. A closed form solution for estimating the voltage deviatil

network caused by the specific end user was derived by using only the inf

the local injection into the grid AQi and the network parameters of the er

an approximate formula for reactive power losses in response to reactive

at several locations in this system was derived. This formula requires k:

nominal voltages, that is assumed to be provided by a real time informa

some sort [17, 19]. It was proposed that for system input changes that ar,

electrically, reactive power loss can be estimated and compensated individuý

user.

In Chapter 5, numerical results on the standard IEEE 39 bus system w

support of theoretical propositions made in this thesis. It is concluded tha

accuracy is achievable.

In Chapter 6, possible ways of using the proposed method for real time lot

by the end users themselves, instead of paying for loss compensation at thf

system level were described. It was pointed out that this approach is not

exclusive. End users not interested in compensating for transmission loss t'

continue to pay for the ancillary services according to agreed upon tarrifs.

1This includes flows through the capacitors.
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